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Does Valley rivalry still matter?
UNIVERSITY CENTER. Mich.
— The rain beat down on the 
Saginaw Valley State University 
players with unrelenting authority 
Saturday afternoon.
And so did the Lakers, for that 
matter.
For the fifth game in a row — and 
11th in the past 14 — Grand Valley 
State University knocked off its 
cross-state rival, this time by a 36-0 
score. It was the first time SVSU 
has been blanked since 1992, and it 
is GVSU’s first-ever shutout of the 
Cardinals.
So much for a climatic rivalry 
game.
This matchup is supposed to 
be one of the biggest games in 
the GLIAC, yet the Lakers have 
averaged a 32-14 victory the 
past five meetings. Not exactly
See Rivalry, A2
GVl / Andrew Mills
Tackle routed: Junior wide-receiver Blake Smolen breaks a tackle by Saginaw Valley State University defensive back Kyle Rowley during the third quarter 
of the Battle of the Valleys matchup Saturday. Grand Valley State University went on to shutout SVSU by a score of 36-0.
Students fast, pray for Ramadan
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Assistant News Editor
Mohammed Al-Luhaybi insists he 
is "not a good Muslim."
Still, this month the Saudi Arabia 
native will join more than one billion 
Muslims worldwide in celebrating 
Ramadan — a month-long spiritual 
holiday for followers of Islam.
"Ramadan is the ninth Islamic 
month in the Islamic calendar” Al- 
Luhaybi said, an international student
from Mecca, Saudi 
Arabia, who is 
studying biomedical 
science. “It’s a 
spiritual month that 
Muslims feel they 
are close to God.
We fast to obey 
Allah, and to feel 
sympathy with the jy-MMlil 
poor.”
The holiday began Sept. 1 and will
conclude at the end of the month with 
a three-day festival known as “Eid 
al-Fitr.” or the feast of the breaking. 
Muslims recognize the month as a 
time for spiritual purification through 
fasting, self-sacrifice and prayer.
"Ramadan is not only fasting 
from food, but a time to go out and 
help people in the community,” said 
Hannan Saleh, a senior international 
relations major from Saudi Arabia. 
“I try my best in this month to do all
good deeds. It is a part of our religion 
to be approachable by others.”
Saleh and Al-Luhaybi, both 
members of the Muslim Student 
Association, are typical college 
students with schedules filled 
by classes, homework and social 
obligations. Yet, they must also make 
time for prayer.
“Five times a day we are called 
to pray,” Al-Luhaybi said. “We’re
See Ramadan, A2
GVL/Jenny
In the glory of God: Mohammed "Hazim” Al-Luhaybi leads (from left) Abdulrahman Alaboudi, Abdullah Alshehri and Mohamed Salih in prayer at the Ramadon Dinner hosted by the Muslim 
Student Association in the Pere Marquette Room Thursday.
SVSU tops GVSU by almost $19,000
By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Assistant News Editor
Triumphant on the field but defeated 
in fiscal battle. Grand Valley State 
University has reason to be blue this 
year.
After two straight years of victory 
in the Battle of the Valleys fundraising 
competition — and three victories 
overall — GVSU was out-fundraised by 
the smaller school by more than $20,000. 
After six years, the two schools have 
combined to raise more than $200,000 
for charity, of which more than $75.(XX) 
was raised this week alone.
Both the trophy and fundraising 
record were held by GVSU in 2(X)3,
2(X)6 and 2(X)7. But both the title and 
honor passed to rival SVSU this year.
“Saginaw raised more than $47,(XX)." 
said Autumn Trombka, Student Senate 
president. “That’s an increase of about 
$26.(XX).Thcy more than doubled (their) 
amount raised last year.”
At the competition's start, GVSU 
set a fundraising goal of $35.(XX). Once 
the profits from the T-shirt sales were 
added to the cash, debit dollar and 
online donations, the final total came to 
$28.(X)2.37. The entire amount will be 
donated to Camp Fire USA, a charity 
that provides after-school programs for 
children.
“We’re disappointed we didn’t 
necessarily win.but we’re still extremely
proud to have raised that much money,” 
Trombka said. "In truth, just congrats to 
Saginaw Valley for raising that much. It 
was a phenomenal feat to raise, in one 
week, that much money.”
Bob Stoll, director of the Office of 
Student Life, said he feared GVSU’s 
$35.(XX) goal was too high for students 
to meet.
“Every year GVSU tries to set a 
new goal and that’s terrific, but every
See Fundraising, A2
See more: GotoBi 
for game coverage and visit 
www.lanthorn.com for a 
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GVl / Lindsey Waggoner
GVSU spirit: Battle of the Valley Organizer 
Ryan Workman and Student Senate President 
Autum Trombka handed out shirts for BOTV
Courtesy / News and Information Services
Bias cards get 
new look
By Ryan Hanna
GVL Staff Writer
Bias incidents at Grand Valley 
State University have been on the 
decline for four consecutive semesters 
— a trend some officials attribute to 
the introduction of the university’s 
bias incident cards.
Only six incidents were reported 
during the winter semester last year, 
down from eight the previous fall, 13 
from winter semester 2007 and 18 
incidents in the fall of 2006. Many of 
these incidents occurred in the form 
of comments left on bathnxym stalls 
and dry erase boards in dormitories.
Now, in an effort to continue this 
downward trend, GVSU’s Team 
Against Bias has updated its orange 
bias incident protocol cards.
“What we believe (the cards) will 
do is help create inclusion and equality 
at Grand Valley,” said Oliver Wilson, 
dean of the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs and a TAB member. “(They) 
will help students understand this is a 
safe environment for them.”
The cards have a detailed 
explanation of how to recognize a bias 
incident and what effect bias incidents 
can have on people. They also provide 
descriptions of persons toward whom 
bias incidents are typically directed, 
such as individuals of a different race, 
sexual orientation or national origin.
Each card lists various phone 
numbers that can be used to access 
help or advice.
This year, a series of multi-colored 
circles were placed to span the card 
from one side to the other beneath a 
new motto,“Bias Incidents — They’re 
No Joke,” which is emblazoned across 
the front. This is a stark contrast from 
last year’s orange card.
“The motto lets people know 
we take all forms of discrimination 
seriously,” said Eric Klingensmith, 
coordinator of Crisis Intervention 
and ACES. “A lot of the time, people 
make a discriminating joke and think 
they're trying to be humorous, but (the 
joke) can be harmful and destructive 
to someone.”
The new colors also have a 
meaning.
“The different colors are tied to 
diversity,” Klingensmith said. “They 
also make the card very eye-catching. 
It will be very useful in helping people 
to recognize what a bias incident is 
and how to report one.”
TAB is the university’s team of 
faculty and staff designated to conduct 
educational programming about 
biases or discrimination on campus.
The group has distributed bias 
incident cards the past two years to 
help students, faculty and staff report 
bias incidents, regardless of whether 
they were victims or witnesses.
“The new cards have updated 
language.” said Marlene Kowalski- 
Braun, director of the Women’s 
Center and the co-chairwoman of 
TAB. “They're far more explicit and 
detailed about what a bias incident 
is.”
Scott Jensen, the assistant director 
of Housing and Residence Life, 
believes the cards will be effective.
“It's going to help the victims of 
bias,” he said. “(The cards) will get 
all of us familiar with how to confront 
bias more easily.”
Klingensmith believes there might 
be a link between the decrease in bias 
incidents reported and the success of 
the bias cards.
“I hope that by educating people 
about bias, people have become less 
likely to cause a bias incident.” he 
said.
rhanna @ lanthorn .com
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following the position of the sun. 
I face my hometown (of Mecca), 
which is northeast of here, and 
kneel to pray. It is the way. There 
is no other way we can pray.”
Prayer times are scientifically 
calculated and available to 
Muslims worldwide via the 
Internet. Al-Luhaybi gets his 
times through a Web site, but 
finds it difficult to adhere to them 
during the week.
“I have classes,” he says. 
“I can’t leave my classes to go 
pray. At home in Saudi, I would 
not have school now. It would be 
like a summer break. All of us 
back there are Muslim and are 
fasting. I have a friend here who 
is Muslim ... I asked him how the 
fasting thing was going. He said 
‘Eh, I’m not fasting.’”
For Muslims who do fast, 
neither food or drink is consumed 
between sunrise and sunset. 
Fasting is intended to teach 
patience, sacrifice and humility.
“Fasting in this month 
reminds of how grateful and 
lucky I am compared to the many 
unfortunate,” said sophomore 
biomedical science student 
Mariya Husaini. “It’s actually 
pretty difficult to celebrate here 
because of how busy my schedule 
is. I’m glad to have other students 
to celebrate Ramadan with me.”
Members of the Muslim 
Student Association met 
Thursday night in the Kirkhof 
Center to share their faith and 
enjoy a Ramadan pizza dinner to 
end the day’s fast.
Al-Luhaybi led his fellow 
Muslim students in the evening’s 
call to prayer.
“We call it a prayer, but it is 
more like a prayer time,” Al- 
Luhaybi said.
In prayer, Muslims ask for 
forgiveness of sins, guidance into 
the future and help in refraining 
from everyday evils, he said.
“I have a Mexican friend 
whose Facebook says ‘It doesn't 
matter how many God’s we 
have, because we only have one 
God,’” Al-Luhaybi said. “I am 
a Muslim, but I agree with my 
Mexican friend.”
Al-Luhaybi plans to fast 
and pray throughout the entire 
month of Ramadan Not bad 
for someone who is “not a good 
Muslim.”
assistantnews® lanthorn .com
Meadows Crossing...
the New Student Townhome Community Located 
at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU
left for 2008!
Take advantage of our special offer -
• FREE high speed internet
• FREE cable TV, including 23 premium movie channels
• FREE parking
• FREE water/sewer
• FREE trash removal
Call today 892-2700 for all the details!
Uisit us a' clubhouse or online at 
.meadouiscrossing.net!
Don’t wait... reserve your toumhome today!
s*** MeadowsCrossing
smart living
Leasing Office Hours:
9:00 am - 5:00 pm, Monday - Friday 
12:00 pm - 5:00 pm, Saturday
10745 48th Avenue • Allendale, Michigan 49401 • 616-8 92-2700-phone • 616-892-2702-fax • www.meadowscrossing.net
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competitive.
The Cardinals were never in 
this game, managing only 20 
yards of total offense in the first 
half — and a net loss of 26 yards 
rushing entering the fourth quarter 
— and allowed GVSU to score 
on its first three drives.
So the question begs to be 
asked: Is this still a rivalry? Does 
l.aker dominance dilute what 
was once a heated series between 
these two schools?
Sophomore running back 
James Berezik doesn’t think so.
“Every year we look at our 
schedule and see when we’re 
going against Saginaw Valley and 
circle it, and when we get to that 
week, we just go as hard as we 
can,” he said. “And it feels even 
better to shut them out than if they 
get a touchdown, just to rub it in 
their face a little bit.”
But don’t let him fool you.
How intense can the rivalry 
get when SVSU, ranked No. 25 
entering the game, can’t even
Fundraising
continued from page A1
year we have to think about 
the economy,” Stoll said. “Our 
planning and preparation were 
really good this year, but Saginaw 
has great community support"
Competition organizers faced 
numerous setbacks throughout 
the week. Inclement weather 
forced cancellation of the week’s 
principal events and there was 
poor attendance at the ones that did 
occur.
“We drove a curvy, bumpy road 
this week, but we got through it and 
that’s all we wanted,” said Ryan 
Workman, Battle of the Valleys 
committee chair. “Mother Nature 
got in the way and we had some poor 
turnout for events, but we always 
look at the positive. We ended up 
selling more T-shirts because those 
events were cancelled.”
Workman's primary objective 
throughout the competition has 
been to raise awareness of the event 
itself and its purpose.
“We raised a lot of awareness,” 
Workman said. “We did everything 
that we could. You can’t really 
change nature, but we got the word
BOTV gives toast 
for change
GVL / Brittany Jacques
Ryan Workman, a senior at GVSU, gets some toast ready for 
students willing to donate spare change to Battle of the Valleys.
manage a single point on its own 
field in what is supposed to be 
the school’s biggest game of the 
regular season?
Just kx)k at the student section 
— after starting the game at over­
capacity, the number dwindled to 
no more than 30 students by mid­
way through the second quarter.
Yes, steady rains and a GVSU 
rout contributed to the mass 
exodus, but if this game really 
meant that much, wouldn't more 
students have stuck around to 
watch the contest?
When was the last time the 
University of Michigan student 
section emptied before halftime 
of an Ohio State game?
The game is no longer the epic 
GLIAC battle of its former days. 
Just because this game is called 
“Battle of the Valleys” doesn’t 
make it a war. Right now. it’s 
more like the varsity playing the 
junior varsity.
This series has lost its luster. 
It’s gone from being a marquee 
matchup between two GLIAC 
powers to just another game 
between schools with similar
names.
Sure, the players say they get 
up for this game because of the 
senes’ history, and I’m sure they 
do. GVSU head coach Chuck 
Martin said this game means 
more to him than any other in the 
GLIAC, and I’m sure he pretty 
much means it.
His feelings toward SVSU 
were evident when he chirped 
back at a Cardinal fan who yelled 
at the team during its post-game 
meeting.
“We’ll kick your ass again 
next year,” Martin quipped.
But a little hostility between 
coach and fans doesn’t make up 
for talent disparity on the field.
A few sound bites from players 
talking about how much this 
game means to them won’t crank 
up the on-field intensity.
Once a proud matchup, 
this game is now just another 
Saturday in GVSU’s quest to run 
the GLIAC table.
Nothing more, nothing less.
news@ lanthorn com
out there.”
Five hundred more T-shirts were 
ordered for Battle of the Valleys this 
year than in years past, and Friday 
night the last of the 2,500 were sold. 
Proceeds from the T-shirts totaled 
$25000, but it was not enough to 
retain the championship.
"The competition was so early 
this year it was a bit of a shocker, 
but we’ll be able to work off of 
it,” Tmmbka said. “Next year’s 
game is home and we’ll have a 
bit of an advantage. We have a 
lot of returning senators on the 
subcommittee (for BOTV) so we 
can get started planning earlier.”
The early matchup of GVSU 
and SVSU forced a reduction in the 
time for planning and promotion 
of the competition. In past years. 
Battle of the Valleys was held in 
late October.
With the game moved to mid-
September, almost one month of 
preparation was lost.
“Under the circumstances I 
would say this year was pretty equal 
to last year.” Workman said. "A lot 
of factors we faced this year were 
not even in play for last year. We 
are going to have to find a way of 
more effectively reaching students, 
PR a little earlier and get it bigger 
for next year.”
SVSU’s win has brought the six- 
year battle to a stalemate. Three - 
to-three - GVSU and SVSU are 
tied.
"Sometimes it’s not really about 
the amount raised,” Stoll said. 
"It’s about effort put into the event 
itself. It was a great success that 
we raised this much money and an 
even greater success that the other 
campus raised that much money.”
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MOTMAN’S
FARM MARKET
0-2717 Riverhill Pr.
Just 1 mile Fast of the GVSU Campus
Great Tastong 
Homegrown Apples Picked 
Right From Our Trees!
Farm Fresh Produce, At Great Prices!
„ Come Check Us Out! ^ 
Hours.
Mow-Sat. Sam - 7pm r
Closed Suwday 1
677-1525
All GV Studewts, Faculty & Staff Receive 10^ off your 
purchase of *5.00 or more. Must Present College I.P.
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News in Brief
McCain, Palin to speak 
Wednesday at GRCC
Presidental nominee Sen. 
John McCain (R-Ariz.) and 
running mate, Alaskan Gov. 
Sarah Palin, will make a 
campaign stop in Grand Rapids 
Wednesday.
ITie townhalj-style meeting 
will take place in the Grand
Rapids Community College
Ford Fieldhouse.
1’he Ford Fieldhouse seats 
up to 3,500 people, but tickets 
must be ordered in advance
to attend. Doors open at 4:30 
p.m., and the event starts at 7 
p.m.. Tickets are available at 
http://wwwJohnMcCain.com.
Secretary of State Mobile to 
visit Allendale Campus
The Secretary of State 
Mobile Branch Office will be 
on GVSU’s Allendale Campus 
Wednesday to register student 
voters.
The traveling office will 
be housed in a trailer parked 
near the Cook-Carillon Tower 
outside the Kirkhof Center.
Students can stop by the 
office Wednesday to register 
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
A driver’s license or student 
ID is required for registration.
This will be the office’s 
only stop at GVSU before the 
November election.
Students must register at 
least 30 days before the election 
to vote.
To vote by absentee ballot, 
students must submit a written 
request to their city or township 
. clerk.
The request must be 
received by the clerk no later 
than 2 p.m. the Saturday before 
the election.
An online request form is 
! available at http://michigan. 
I gov/documents.
For additional information 
; regarding polling locations,
• voting systems, registration 
■ and candidates, visit the 
~~ Michigan Voter friforniatiofi 
- Center online at http://www. 
! m ich igan .gov/vote.
Blood drive on Pew Campus
A Blood Drive and Bone 
' Marrow Registry will be held
• Tuesday at the DeVos Center
• and Cook-DeVos Center for
• Health Sciences on the Pew 
►. Campus.
The drive is sponsored by 
I Michigan Community Blood 
I Centers, Pew Student Services, 
School of Health Professions 
Programs and the GVSU 
Alumni Association.
The drive will be held from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and donations 
will directly benefit local 
hospitals.
Appointments are available 
by calling (616) 331-7220.
Alumnus appointed to NP 
Capital Corp chief of finance
GVSU alumnus Gregory 
N. Bakeman was hired by NP 
Capital Corp (Solar Energy 
Initiatives) as the company’s 
chief financial officer.
Bakeman, who was hired 
Friday, received his master's 
degree from GVSU in 
1986 and has since worked 
with numerous finance and 
renewable eneigy companies.
GVSU requests public 
comment for evaluation
GVSU will undeigo a 
comprehensive evaluation Oct. 
13 through 15 by its regional 
accrediting agency, and it is 
seeking comments from the 
public before the review.
GVSU has been accredited 
by the Higher learning 
Commission of the North 
Central Association of Colleges 
and Sch(x)ls since 1968.
Comments must relate to 
the quality of the University or 
its academic programs and be 
submitted by Oct. 10.
They must be in writing 
and signed, with the address 
and telephone number of the 
sender.
Comments can be submitted 
to:
Public Comment on GVSU 
The Higher learning 
Commission
North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools
30 North I jtSalle St., Suite 
2400
Chicago, IL 60602
New media peaks election interest
Role of Internet, cell phone technology 
energizes student supporters nationwide
By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor
Barack Obama ringtones? 
Facelxx)k messages from John 
McCain.’
These are just the tip of an 
icebeig called “cyber-politics” 
that is now landing on the political 
scene,and experts are saying it has 
and will continue to revolutionize 
elections.
The Internet, blogs, 
Facebook, text messaging, 
podcasts, YouTube and other 
communication technology have 
helped to streamline the exchange 
of information and ideas between 
candidates and the voting public.
“New media is giving 
candidates the ability to contact 
and mobilize vast numbers of 
people rather easily,” said Erika 
King, professor of political science 
at Grand Valley State University. 
“Even if they are in a tiny venue
or speaking to just three people, a 
cell phone post to YouTube makes 
it accessible to millions.”
Political information is 
spreadi ng from homepages to more 
multimedia sites like YouTube, 
information aggregators like 
Digg and del.icio.us and social­
networking sites like Myspace 
and Facebook.
“Internet politics is revitalizing 
an interest in democracy,” said 
Danielle Wiese, professor of 
communications at GVSU. 
“People I wouldn't expect to 
be interested in reading this 
information are now accessing it, 
which is giving this election cycle 
a big explosion in information and 
interest.”
Wiese, who is writing a book 
titled “The rhetoric of cyber­
politics” and contributes as a 
political pundit and blogger 
for WZZM 13 News in Grand 
Rapids, said this trend is especially
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applicable to college students and 
first-time voters.
“Internet politics appeals to the 
type of media used by students,and 
it also appeals to their lifestyles,” 
she said. “It’s hard to get involved 
if your only opportunity to get 
your information is on the 6 
o’clock news. This way, students 
can read and watch (politics) at 
their convenience in the medium 
they wish.”
Studies show the more a 
candidate uses technology, the 
better their image is among voters, 
Wiese said.
So is one candidate winning 
on the technology front? Obama’s 
Web site received almost four 
million unique hits last month, 
while McCain registered only 
1.79 million.
Obama also currently has 1.78 
million supporters on Facebook, 
which distances him from 
McCain’s 330,000.
A YouTube search for “Barack 
Obama” yields more than 210,000 
hits, while “John McCain” tallies 
96300.
“One of the things candidates 
must do is understand that to 
reach young voters they must go 
through these new technologies,” 
King said. “This is something 
Obama has perfected.”
But is Obama’s online appeal 
indicative of what will transpire in 
November? The Sept. 13 Gallop 
Poll indicates McCain retains a 
two-point advantage.
Also at issue is the historic 
trends of the 18 to 24-year- 
old demographic not voting. 
Wiese acknowledges this new 
media trend is informing and 
impassioning young voters, but 
remains skeptical this increase in 
access will lead to greater turnout 
at the polls on Nov. 4.
“There has always been a 
disconnect among young voters 
in understanding the significance 
of their vote — to get them to 
value that one vote does matter,” 
she said. “I’m not entirely sure 
that because someone is a fan 
of Barack Obama on Facebook 
means they’ll vote for him. When 
it comes to college students,
voting is complicated.”
But Leah Yoon, regional 
communications director for the 
McCain campaign, said there is 
no question this trend will help 
increase voter turnout.
“This is today, this is now,” 
Yoon said. “We are living in the 
21 st century, and this is the fastest 
way to get information across. 
This is what college students want, 
and it will help energize them. I’m 
confident we’ll see a significant 
jump in the numbers this year.”
Regardless of the November 
turnout, college students are 
becoming energized, interested 
and informed, said Steven Schale, 
Obama’s Florida campaign 
manager.
“I don’t know what the numbers 
will look like in November, 
but young voters are definitely 
talking about what is going on,” 
he said. “This bodes well for the 
future interest and participation in 
democracy and in elections.”
news@ lanthorn x'om
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Student organizations hit all-time high
Increase in student 
interest raises 
additional questions 
for Student Life
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer
With so many student 
organizations to choose from. 
Grand Valley State University 
students should not have a 
hard time finding a club that 
promotes an activity they 
enjoy.
This year students seem 
to be doing just that, as the 
number of participants in 
student organizations is at an 
all-time high with a current 
count of 271 student groups.
This year’s incoming 
freshman class is the largest 
in GVSU’s history — 
one reason for the rise in
participation, said Michelle 
Burke, associate director of 
Student Life.
“There has been a 
tremendous interest in new 
organizations in the past 
five years,” she said. “There 
are always 
new groups 
forming to 
draw students 
in.”
Burke has 
no immediate 
concerns 
about the 
rising number 
of participants 
in student 
organizations.
“The more 
the merrier,” she said. “The 
reason we have student groups 
is because students have 
interests they want to pursue. 
All the ideas and energy come 
from the students.”
In fact, the Office of 
Student Life is looking for 
ways to expand student 
group participation even 
further with efforts to better 
serve groups based in Grand 
Rapids, Holland and Traverse 
City.
Many 
groups have 
already 
experienced 
growth this 
year.
“So far 
this year,
we have had 
an increase 
in members 
three times 
more than
what we had last year,” said 
Gina Vincenti, president of 
the American Sign Language 
and Culture Club. “We have 
increased from an average of 
six members per meeting to
around 20.”
Vincenti, 
a senior 
from Novi,
Mich., 
credits the 
increase in 
membership 
to events 
such as 
Campus Life 
Night and 
the Interculiural Festival.
With last year’s 
introduction of STUEY, 
GVSU’s new online directory 
for student organizations, 
it has made services like 
searching for and requesting 
to join groups much more 
accessible than in past years.
“Last year we had around 
10 active members and now 
we are up to 15 or so,” said 
Anna Jennings, president of 
the Civil War Club. “We are 
expecting a few more new
members within the next few 
weeks. I’m pretty sure this 
increase is due to Campus 
Life Night and the STUEY 
system, where many of the 
new members found us.”
With so many _ new 
participants in student 
organizations, the Office of 
Student Life must now find 
new ways to accommodate 
them.
Additional mailboxes have 
been provided and office 
space expanded for use by the 
organizations.
The new Laker Turf 
building also gives more 
space to the sports clubs, 
Burke said.
Students interested in 
joining or searching for an 
organization can log onto 
STUEY at http://www.gvsu. 
edu/studentlife/stuey.
ableeker@ lanthorn .com
“There has been 
a tremendous 
interest in new 
organizations in the 
past five years.”
MICHELLE BURKE
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF 
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
Seidman, Williams visit D.C. to discuss Mich, economy
Business College 
namesake, dean speak 
with Mich. Congressional 
Delegation Thursday
By Jason Puscas
GVl. Staff Writer
A contingency from Grand Valley 
State University traveled to Washington. 
DC. Thursday to speak to members 
and senior staff of the Michigan 
Congressional Delegation.
L. William Seidman, for whom the 
College of Business is named, and H. 
James Williams, the school’s dean, 
spoke about the struggling Michigan 
economy, alternative fuel sources, 
GVSU and other topics. The event was 
hosted by Williams and Matt McLogan, 
vice president of University Relations at 
GVSU.
“Being able to put Grand Valley 
experts before important congressional 
staff demonstrates the high quality of
the university and its importance in 
creating the next generation of Michigan 
leaders,” McLogan said.
Seidman focused on the disniptions 
in the housing, 
financial and energy 
markets, while
Williams presented 
on the changes to the 
Michigan economy.
He said it was a great 
op-portunity not only 
for lawmakers to hear 
about the state of the 
Michigan economy, but 
also to get a glimpse 
of what GVSU has to 
offer as a university.
“We’ve gained a lot 
of national recognition 
in the past with sustainability, athletics 
and other areas, and we want to continue 
and expand that brand recognition," 
Williams said. “It was really good for 
us to have those (lawmakers and their 
staffs) together ... to hear what is going 
on in Michigan. We were able to spread
some light on the economic situation in 
the state.”
He acknowledged the high
unemployment, continuing job loss 
and housing crisis 
create a dire economic 
standing, but
proceeded to point out 
some positive trends. 
Perhaps the state has 
hit “rock bottom,” he 
said.
West Michigan and 
GVSU could help the 
state pull out of its 
downturn, Williams 
added.
“Clearly I believe 
that GVSU has helped 
the region, not only by 
preparing students in essential fields that 
Michigan needs, but also by retaining 
those students," he said. “Our students 
tend to stay in Michigan — in West 
Michigan — so we are certainly doing 
our part to help.”
Meanwhile. Seidman spoke on
reshaping the Michigan and national 
economies, and emphasized the 
importance of taking a radically new 
direction in energy policy by finding 
new sources of fuel for automotive 
transportation.
Seidman suggested compressed 
natural gas, fuel cell and electric 
battery fueling systems be aggressively 
developed by Detroit’s automakers.
He also suggested natural gas no 
longer be used for electric utility 
generation Rather, wind, solar and other 
technologies should be pursued to free 
natural gas for transportation use.
Seidman is the chief commentator 
for CNBC Business Television and 
one of the nation’s leading economic 
experts. He was a senior adviser to 
three presidents and chaired the federal 
agencies that resolved the banking 
and mortgage crises of the ‘80s. He 
later served as chairman of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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“It was really good 
for us to have those 
(lawmakers and their 
staffs) together... to 
hear what is going on in 
Michigan.”
H JAMES WILLIAMS
DEAN OF COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS
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Different diversity
Even though Grand Valley State University’s minority 
enrollment is down 30 percent, cultural diversity still 
exists across campus.
The L.anthorn reported last week the incoming freshman class suffered a 
30 percent drop in minorities this year, despite the sch(X)l admitting its largest 
class in history.
But this isn’t as much of a university problem as it is a legal problem.
The incoming class is the first since Proposal 2 banned the use of racial 
preferences in admissions and financial aid. Grand Valley State University 
never based its admissions on these criteria, but the law now prevents 
the school from extending certain benefits and financial aid packages to 
minorities universities in other states still can.
| Applications from minorities were down 16 percent this year, while overall 
applications were down only 6.6 percent. Minorities tire attending universities 
tbat can still provide them with these incentives. Chicago used to be one of 
ttoe university’s primary sources for Blacks, but fewer now enroll because it is 
more affordable to attend college in-state.
Lack of diversity is a problem, but Proposal 2 has put Michigan 
universities at a disadvantage. GVSU is especially susceptible considering 
the ethnic breakdown of West Michigan — the schrxil's primary, feeder area. 
A class of only 9 percent minorities isn't good, but what’s the overall ethnic 
breakdown of this area? It’s not much better.
There is a problem, and one that will be tough to correct. At the same 
time, however, it is important to note GVSU may suffer a drop in Blacks or 
Hispanics or Asians on campus, but them is still social diversity. There is still 
economic diversity. GVSU still has eastsiders and westsiders, yoopers and 
southerners.
There is still cultural diversity, even if it isn't ethnic diversity.
GVSU will do all it can to attract more minorities to campus. However, 
the reality is Proposal 2 puts the university at a disadvantage when it comes to 
minority recruiting. But for now. GVSU will have to settle for a different kind 
of diversity.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Your piece concerning diversity 
(Incoming class suffers drop in diversity, 
concerns officials. Sept. 8) exposes a 
fallacy that Michigan voters helped 
change last year with Proposal 2. The 
“lack" of minority enrollment was stated 
as an “alarming trend.” This may be true 
if the definition of diversity were simply 
race; however, because Grand Valley is 
an educational institution, shouldn't we 
be far more concerned w ith the diversity 
of ideas? We could say that we weren't 
diverse enough in height, weight, or any 
other demographic statistics and those 
numbers would be almost as useless as 
the numbers put forth in the article; by 
these measures one could say that Grand 
Valley jn^rkxis trouble because the 
average weight on campus is only 150 
pounds!
I find it ironic that all student 
organizations on campus are required 
to have an anti-discrimination clause 
in their constitutions that are at least as 
stringent as Grand Valley’s Student Code 
Section 100.01. The University says they 
don’t wish to discriminate, however they 
voice frustration when a constitutional 
amendment forces them to follow 
their own policy. I imagine if I ran a 
student organization that put diversity 
as our mosf important ideal. I might be
forced to resign. If I were to go out of 
my way to ensure that my hy pothetical 
organization had exactly "X" percent 
Asians, “Y" percent American Indians, 
etc. students would likely question why I 
wasn't targeting those w ith the best ideas 
regardless of their ethnicity. Instead of 
valuing one’s ideas more highly because 
they're of a particular ethnic group, I 
evaluate one’s opinions based on their 
own merit.
I^et me be clear; I have no issue 
with private individuals or institutions 
giving scholarships based on any criteria 
they like; it’s their money, and they are 
the ones who can best decide where 
the money should go .The problem 
w ith using tax dollars extracted from 
Michiganders is that the majority of 
the voters don’t want to pay for it. My 
solution to this “problem" is for Grand 
Valley to seek out private individuals 
wishing to sponsor minority students. 
However, constituents of Michigan 
understand the importance of putting the 
diversity of ideas above the diversity of 
race, as evidenced by their vote in 2(X)6;
I would encourage Grand Valley to do 
the same!
Nathan Biller 
GVSU senior
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Valley Vote
Should the military disallow soldiers 
from expressing Atheist views?
Yes: 6.25% No: 93.75% Total Votes: 64
This week s question:
Should GVSU have purchased the 
DPS segways?
Vote online at 
www.lanthorn.com
£VL OPINION POLICY -
•
J The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
IJanthom opinion page is to stimulate 
cjscussion and action on topics of interest 
the Grand Valley Community.
* Student opinions do not reflect those of 
t|c Grand Valley Lanthom.
» The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
<If expression for reader opinions letters 
the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
| letters must include the author's name 
jjxl be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person, 
letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Cirand Valley lanthom.
1 etters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit fix letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns fix length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lantfxxn will rxX be 
held resprxisible fix emxs that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic emxs.
The name of the autlxx may be 
withheld foraxnpelling reasons.
The axitent, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
rxx necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
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What do you think about the level of diversity 
at Grand Valley State University?
"It could be much 
higher if there were 
more grants or loans for 
African Americans. Then 
there would be a higher 
rate at GVSU."
"Grand Valley State 
University is more 
diverse compared 
to my high school. 
However, GVSU is still 
not as diverse as I 
thought it would be. It 
is still predominately 
conservative and white."
"The level of diversity at 
GVSU is unfortunate. If 
we had a committee put 
together to discuss what 
to do to make it more 
diverse, then it could 
improve."
"Diversity is available 
at GVSU. But student 
groups are segregated, 
and I hope that can 
change."
"GVSU is not that 
diverse compared to 
larger universities. 
However, compared to 
Plainwell High School, it 
is more diverse."
Darrell Williams
Sophomore 
Business 
Detroit, Mich.
John Gallager
Freshman
Finance
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Amy Yik
Junior
Liberal Studies 
Holland, Mich.
Cindy Lee
Senior
Health Communications 
Canton, Mich.
Greta Smith
Freshman 
Undecided 
Plainwell, Mich.
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Spending away Sept. 11
Greg M. 
Schumaker
(,\ I. (.ohiinnisl
Electromagnetic pulse. 
This was my first thought 
when I woke up.
It was 5 a.m. and our 
power had gone out. As I lit a 
candle, then tried to get back 
to sleep, all I could ponder 
was how we’d survive 
without electricity thanks 
to an unexpected terrorist 
attack.
Then my alarm flipped 
back on, and I drifted into a 
deep, comfortable slumber.
Had I not been a freshman 
in high school seven years 
ago, annoyed and watching 
“Rudy” in a required 
personality development 
course when we were 
suddenly jarred from our 
half-consciousness by the
sight of two planes slamming 
into New York, then my 
mind might have developed a 
little less paranoia during the 
years.
However, here we are in 
a world where I sometimes 
wonder if that distant sound 
of a car with too much 
bass could possibly be the 
sh<K'kwave of an atom bomb 
headed our way.
This fear always rears its 
worst head on Sept. 11, a 
day that always seems to be 
sunny, warm and welcoming.
Especially this year, as 
I skxxl next to my truck 
watching the bright blue sky 
and rolling green hills outside 
the Wal-Mart Tire and L.ube 
Express on Alpine.
I’d woken up expecting 
to see some breaking news 
about another nationally 
treasured landmark getting 
blown to smithereens or, 
worse, seeing Sarah Palin’s 
reps complaining about
sexism.
Instead, the breaking news 
was a man’s fertilizer had 
blown up in his face in some 
distant county, and Osama 
bin Laden had been ruled out.
Thus, I headed to the 
American Mecca of savings. 
Alpine homes the most 
obscenely large Wal-Mart 
ever built, where every 
prcxluct seems to be $50 
cheaper than anywhere else.
Yet, despite my stack of 
DVDs and instant green tea 
packets I’d collected while 
waiting for my oil change. I 
felt a little strange, and not 
just because I was at an evil 
conglomerate.
See. Karl Marx and my 
liberal Democrat friends 
would like to see a world 
where everyone can shop 
like me. A world where there 
aren’t people too busy being 
homeless because they lost 
their job or stuck in a coma 
because they couldn’t afford
health care.
Still, here I was. buying 
a red clock for $3 so it 
could match the decor of 
my bathroom. This on a day 
when, seven years ago, I 
couldn't pull my self off the 
couch away from the TV.
Then I remembered 
President George W. Bush's 
most intelligent justification: 
If we don’t live on, the 
terrorists have won. Ignore 
the mistakes, travesties and 
human rights violations his 
administration made after that 
statement, and you’ve got 
yourself a nice mantra.
So I let myself get lost in 
Wal-Mart, if only for an hour. 
I forgot the world’s troubles 
until a few hours later when I 
stopped into the Apple Store 
to pick up a new laptop.
It was then I clicked 
into Google News and read 
the world is still turning, 
regardless of me — or you.
g.v< ■hunutker@ lanthom .com
Give America's youth more credit
Nicole E.
Avery HMi
($\ J ( nhmmist L.
I overheard a conversation 
in a public bathroom during 
my community orchestra 
break the other day, and what 
I heard was utterly ridiculous. 
It immediately started off 
on the wrong f<x>t, grabbed 
my attention and ruffled my 
feathers.
“So Linda, you won’t 
believe what happened to 
me! I was at a family dinner 
and I found out something 
dreadful!”
“What happened Wanda?”
“My niece is going to vote 
for Obama!”
“Wanda! How shocking! 
Whatever for? What is there 
even to like about him? It is 
probably because he has so 
much charisma. The youth 
are always drawn to people
like that.”
The stupidity of these two 
retired housewives enraged 
me. I felt conflicted listening 
to their conversation and 
spent extra time drying off 
my hands, wasting the stale­
smelling. brown paper towels 
just to listen.
To my horror, I heard one 
final remark before leaving 
the bathroom, in which one 
woman stated they didn’t 
care about the economy as 
long as national security was 
in tip-top shape to fight off 
the Iraqis. It’s pathetic they 
don’t even realize the fight 
against terror was so 2(X)1 
and what’s currently hip and 
happening is the debate over 
which country we should gut- 
out next for oil, or making 
bets about the countries we 
should allow access into the 
Nuclear Club.
What bothers me the 
most about that whole 
conversation is they paint 
a picture of the American
college student as being 
incapable of making any 
important decisions, or 
having any legitimate 
reasoning behind our 
decisions. We’re not morons, 
and my parents' working 
class status doesn't make me 
incapable of “smart people 
thinking” the upper class 
seem to think is limited to 
their own kind.
How can any American 
not care about the economy 
and how it is affecting our 
people? It must be nice to 
be so rich the problems of 
the lesser classes don’t even 
remotely affect you.
Thousands of Americans 
are impoverished, hungry 
and homeless, yet sadly it 
seems a lot of people are 
of the mindset if it doesn't 
affect them directly, it is not 
important enough to matter.
I’ll tell you why I am 
going to vote for Obama, 
and it’s not because he’s my 
brother from another mother
or because we both have 
the same favorite color. It’s 
because Obama represents 
my hope and shares my 
vision of things I’d like to 
see happen for the American 
people.
I don’t want my father 
to never be able to retire, or 
my mother to have to budget 
fixxl stamp allotments.
I want government focus 
to not be international, but 
brought back to our needs in 
this very country. Americans 
are suffering and I would 
like to see someone in 
office who cares about the 
American people regardless 
of their sexual orientation, 
race or religious preferences, 
who doesn't look at them as 
their stigmas but as people 
who deserve to be treated 
humanely.
That’s the change I have 
to believe in, because for me, 
to accept anything else is 
impossible.
navery@ lanthorn com
Dam Willcutt, A&E Editor 
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New room offers more 
intimate setting, new 
possibilities for student 
organizations
By Dani Willcutt
GVL AM Editor
Tucked away in the lower level of the 
Kirkhof Center now sits an area unlike 
any other on campus.
Area 51, which emerged in the wake of 
recent construction, is an intimately-sized 
venue featuring a large projector screen, 
stage, speakers and a lighting system.
Furthermore, the room includes a 
number of tables where students can eat 
lunch or study.
Last Wednesday at noon. Student 
Spotlight welcomed Grand Rapids alt- 
rock band Left Hand Daisy to Grand 
Valley State University. This was just one 
of many scheduled events to take place 
in what will soon become an afternoon 
lunch series.
One advantage of being able to host 
daytime events is students can take a break 
from the hustle and bustle of a busy day 
on campus, said Nick Smith, coordinator 
of the Kirkhof Center Programming.
Commuter students will also benefit as 
they are not always able to make it back to 
the Allendale Campus for an hour or two 
in the evening, he added.
Events like the lunchtime series make 
campus entertainment accessible to all 
students. Smith said.
One drawback mentioned, however, is 
Area 51 *s size.
Since Area 51 is such an intimate space, 
musical acts with loud drums cannot take 
the stage.
For this reason Left Hand Daisy had 
to play an acoustic show, said Alicia 
Dembinski, music chair for Spotlight 
Productions.
But, she said this factor does not deter 
from the quality of Area 51 as a venue.
“The shows in there will be really laid
Soft rock: Left Hand Daisy's Bobby Ray (left) and A
back," Dembinski said. “It’s really nice to 
have that kind of venue on campus.”
And events to be featured in Area 51 
do not stop at musical acts.
Area 51 offers a place for movies to be 
featured so the Big Screen Theatre does 
not need to interrupt its normal show ings.
Whenever an event is not scheduled in 
Area 51, the TV is usually turned on to 
CNN or ESPN.
And because of the large projector 
screen, there are also plans for major TV 
events to be hosted by different student 
organizations, Smith said.
One example of this is the Monday
m Mikrut (right) perform during an acoustic show at
Night Football event. Every Monday 
night, football enthusiasts can join 
together in Area 51 to watch the game and 
enjoy food specials offered from 8 to 11 
p.m.
“We would like to feature a popular, 
weekly television show like ‘Grey’s 
Anatomy,’” Smith said. “(We would 
ideally like) to get a different organization 
to sponsor the event each week. Monday 
Night Football was just an easy fix.”
Student organizations like Spotlight 
Productions will continue to utilize the 
space — since it is the only one of its kind 
on G VSU’s Allendale Campus,said Jaimie
GVl / Pete Tabberer
Area 51 on Wednesday
Biermann of Spotlight Productions.
Area 51 is also a positive step forward 
for those working in Events Services.
The technology in the room is set up 
at all times. This means additional time 
does not need to be taken to set up and 
tear down the stage or other equipment for 
the events. Smith said.
“It’s very low maintenance,” he added. 
“We don’t have to setup a stage like we 
do in the Grand River Room. It simplifies 
the process and gives us more time to 
accommodate more programs.”
arts @ lanthorn .com
Area 51 shines new light on programming
GVl / Bri Goodyear
Expressive art: As a student project, the UICA painted a mural on the corner of W Fulton and Division this past Thursday
UICA Artworks brightens 
GR’s Heartside District
By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer
Last week, an empty lot sat 
on the comer of Fulton and 
Division streets in the Heartside 
District of Grand Rapids.
Today stands a work of art.
Thursday, students of 
the Urban Institute for 
Contemporary Arts’ ArtWorks 
program unveiled a mural that 
now signals the construction 
site of the new UICA building. 
The mural took more than 11 
weeks to paint and two hours to 
install.
“(It represents) a new 
generation of young artists," 
said artist Seyon Harry, of 
Creston High School. “It makes 
me happy that other people got 
to express themselves through 
art.”
Harry, who plans on 
becoming an illustrator, was 
just one of 70 students, all from 
area schools, to help design, 
paint and install the 800-panel 
mural.
The students worked 
under the supervision of lead 
artists Kelly Allen and David 
Schofield to create a cohesive 
and relevant piece that enlivens 
the community and represents 
the UICA, said Janet Teunis, the 
project’s managing director.The 
final design was the result of a 
collaboration of ideas between 
students and supervisors.
“We really try to make (the 
ArtWorks program) a diverse 
group of kids, (because) that’s 
what the UICA is all about: 
Uniting all different kinds of 
people together for a certain 
cause,” Teunis said.
Artist Sammantha Nyberg, 
of the Kendall College of Art 
and Design, agreed the mural 
sends a powerful message.
“One of our main things 
was culture, (especially) urban 
culture itself,” Nyberg said. 
“We hope other kids will see it 
and want to do it.”
The mural’s bright colors 
and inspiring theme will also 
call attention to the new gallery, 
projected to open in the spring 
of 2010.
“We wanted to use as bright 
of colors as possible so we 
weren’t bringing anything dull 
or dingy into the community,” 
said artist Ja’Quari Moore, also 
of Creston. “The only boring 
color we used was black.”
The mural’s swirling pinks, 
blues, yellows and greens 
create a veritable rainbow 
of a mission accomplished. 
Now hangs a beautiful barrier 
shielding the community from a 
less than aesthetically-pleasing 
construction site.
However, once completed, 
the new home of the UICA, 
which will be known as the 
Gallery on Fulton, will be 
LEED-certified. It will house
new features, such as a parking 
structure, rental space and 
apartments, said Phil Meade, 
the UlCA’s public relations 
representative.
“The new space will give 
us more space to expand a lot 
of our programs at the UICA,” 
Meade added. “It will help the 
UICA get noticed.”
He said this will really 
benefit the community’s young 
artists, who plan on entering 
the art world professionally, 
because more room means more 
students are able to participate 
in programs such as ArtWorks.
“ArtWorks gives (students) a 
taste of what careers are like in 
the arts,” Teunis said. “It opens 
a lot of possibilities.”
The program itself is open 
to students ages 14 to 2I, at 
no cost. However, the students 
must fill out applications and 
be interviewed before they 
are placed into smaller groups 
with students from diverse 
backgrounds, explained Youth 
Program Manager Becca 
Schaub.
“We aren’t solely based 
on artistic ability," Schaub 
said. “What is important is the 
student’s potential to leam and 
improve."
For more information, visit 
the UlCA’s Web site at http:// 
www.uica.org.
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Holland's Tulipanes 
reaches high attendance 
despite rainy weather
By Liz Reyna
GVL Staff Writer
Even in inclement weatherand 
with thunderstorms threatening 
to wash away a year’s worth of 
planning, little could dampen the 
cheerful mood during last week’s 
Tulipanes Art and Film Festival.
In its eighth year, the festival 
is a continuous celebration of 
Latino cultures, the fine arts 
they share and the embracing 
of diversity 
through 
communities.
With 
locations 
scattered 
throughout 
downtown 
Holland — 
including the 
Knickerbocker 
Theatre,
Herrick Library,
Park Theatre 
and many more 
— festival- 
goers partook Wednesday 
through Sunday, in a cultural 
collage of fine arts.
At the heart of the city, 
Centennial Park beat the 
harmonies of a rich culture as 
the festival’s main location for 
performing arts. In Centennial, 
the audience welcomed acts such 
as Teresa Lamb, a tribal dancer 
from MexicoCity; Juan Martinez 
and George Hernandez, who 
each sang mariachi love songs.
The festival produced large 
crowds of diverse people, whose 
attendance increased with each
GVl / Kim Miller
Latino moves: Two women from 
the group Companeros de Flamenco 
perform a dance at the Tulipanes Latino 
Art and Film Festival on Friday
event.
Due to rain however, 
Centennial Park Main Stage 
performances for Friday 
morning and all of Saturday 
were cancelled. With unrelenting 
rain on Saturday, the festival 
moved completely inside into 
the Holland Armory.
Although rain washed away 
many outdoor events, indoor 
events, as a result, seemed to have 
an increase in 
attendance.
One 
such event 
gameringmuch 
attention was a 
classical guitar 
performance 
by Alexander 
Dunn.
Accompanied 
by a visual 
presentation, 
Dunn 
performed a 10 
song set inspired by the works of 
painter Francisco Goya.
But the celebration’s wide 
variety of Latino films proved 
to be the highlight of festival- 
goers, as the films saw record 
attendance.
Both Knickerbocker and Park 
theaters filled almost every seat 
for movie showings like “Guitar 
Holiday,” “Inside the Circle” and 
“Bracero Stories.”
Two films at the festival earned 
special recognition — “Guitar 
Holiday" for best documentary 
and “Bracero Stories” for best 
social film.
“Guitar Holiday” — the 
story of a small town, Paracho, 
Michoacan and its larger-than- 
life guitar festival — showed 
on Friday to a crowded room of 
people.
For Director Dennis Conway, 
his first film project was one that 
came rather unexpectedly.
"I went to Mexico to buy a 
guitar and figured I could write 
an article about this festival,” he 
said. “But as a frustrated writer, 
1 decided to make a movie 
instead."
Conway said the Paracho 
guitar festival was the perfect 
subject for his movie and for 
Tulipanes.
“I just didn’t want to
See Tulipanes, A6
‘I wanted to make 
a Mexican movie.
I wanted to show 
regular Mexican 
people living 
their lives.”
DENNIS CONWAY
DIRECTOR OF 
"GUITAR HOLIDAY"
'Richard III' 
still Olivier : 
classic
There is a certain kind 
of perverse appeal to 
really well thought out and . 
planned evil.
The intentions aren’t 
admirable, of course, but 
there is something in the 
effectiveness and style that ’ 
cannot be overlooked. That - 
is one of the overriding 
themes of Sir Laurence 
Olivier’s brilliant film 
(and brilliant portrayal) of 
Shakespeare’s “Richard III” 
(1955). :
When the movie begins, , 
the title character has 
already committed two 
murders. During the course 
of the film, there will be at 
least four more, including 
his own brother and 
young nephews. Instead of 
becoming disgusted by his 
actions, we end up admiring 
Richard’s intelligence. Only 
a twisted genius could do 
all this and (almost) get 
away with it. Only a great 
filmmaker and actor could 
have brought this character ’ 
to life without us getting 
totally disgusted with him. 1
The fact that Olivier is a * 
great actor has never been 
in dispute. But I was not a 
fan of his other Shakespeare 
adaptations as a director, 
both “Henry V”(1944) 
and “Hamlet” (1948), even * 
though the latter won the * 
Oscar for Best Picture. 
“Richard III,” however, is 
a marvelously conceived 
and photographed film with 
a stunning and somewhat 
surreal production design. 
The sets are crucial because* 
they tell viewers they are 
not watching history as it 
really was, but rather a sort • 
of urban myth of it.
Indeed, the Criterion 
Collection’s DVD 
Commentary Track by 
Bruce Edar (which unlike 
so many of its ilk, actually 
has some merit) states 
historians believe the real 
Richard III was probably 
nowhere near as bad a guy 
as Shakespeare would have 
him out to be.
The reason why he was 
so ill-remembered was he 
lost. The last king from the 
House of York, the Tudor 
line that followed made 
sure his name was dirt so 
the English populace would 
never want to go back. This 
made for inaccurate history, 
but fine drama.
King Richard may 
stand with the Archie Rice 
from Tony Richardson’s 
“The Entertainer” (1960) 
as Olivier’s greatest 
performance. There 
certainly was not a more 
compelling screen villain 
until Hannibal Lecter. One 
thing that is so compelling 
about this movie is how 
the actor finds so many 
subtle quirks of Richard’s 
character. Richard is an
See Classic, A6
Courtesy Photo / www murphiptac* com 
Star director: Laurence Olivier ,
stars as Richard III in the 1955 film.
i I
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The week 
; in pop
i culture
•
: Entertainment history:
• Today
• • 1946 — Oliver Stone
was bom
• • 1951 — Peter Sellers
and Anne Howe were 
married
• 2004 — Johnny 
Ramone died
‘ Tuesday
• 1956 — Mickey 
Rourke was bom
• 1977 — Marc Bolan of 
T-Rex died
Wednesday
• 1948 — John Ritter 
was bom
• Thursday
• 1982 — John Cougar’s 
“Jack and Diane” 
topped the charts
- Friday
• 1928 — Adam West 
was bom
Tulipanes
continued from page A5
make a typical talking-head 
documentary,” Conway said.
But as an award winner for 
Tulipanes, the film was hardly 
.'typical. In fact, it reflected 
[exactly Tulipanes’ goal of 
breaking down negative 
'Latino stereotypes.
- “I wanted to make a 
-Mexican movie,” he said. 
"The Hollywood version of 
.Latinos portrays them in a 
[negative light. I wanted to 
. show regular Mexican people 
' living their lives.”
Patrick Mullins, director 
of “Bracero Stories,” also 
•sought to capture true Latino 
•■culture within the Tulipanes 
Festival.
His film explores the 
., personal experiences of five 
former “guest workers” who 
participated in the Bracero 
Program, which granted 
temporary work contracts to 
millions of Mexican laborers 
between 1942 and 1964.
Mullins said in making 
his film he wanted to explore 
.both the historical aspect and 
the human experience behind 
the program.
• Andafterfouryearsmaking 
the film with his students, it 
is particularly relevant today 
when immigration is still a 
heated issue. Mullins said 
everybody can learn from this 
past program about the future 
'of Latinos today.
“With this movie about 
the guest worker program, 
I wanted to get people to go 
beyond the stereotypes based 
' on the position that familiarity 
breeds respect,” he said.
’ And Mullins’ idea of 
transcending stereotypes 
is exactly the idea behind 
Tulipanes.
TheTulipanes Art and Film 
Festival is an annual event. 
For more information, please 
visit http://www.tulipanes. 
org.
Ireyna @ lanthorn .com
Strange,
SAUGATUCK, Mich. (AP) 
— A Saugatuck businessman 
says he was so frustrated with the 
condition of a public bath ax mi in 
the western Michigan tourist town 
that he cleaned it himself — and 
billed the city $156 for his work
Steve Oswald tells WZZM-TV 
in Grand Rapids that customers of 
his shop complained Aug. 9 about 
the condition of the bathnxim.
Oswald checked it out and 
says he “wouldn’t have sat down 
there.” He called a city official 
and soon got to work, spending 45 
minutes cleaning.
City Manager Kirk Harrier 
says the bathroom typically is 
cleaned twice daily, and he thinks 
it got dirty quickly because it was a 
busy tourist weekend. Since then, 
the city has increased cleanings.
Harrier says the city appreciates 
Oswald’s effort, but city council 
hasn’t decided whether to pay 
him.
WELLINGTON. New
Zealand (AP) — New Zealand’s 
national airline is offering to pay 
bald travelers to use their heads — 
literally — in a new advertising 
campaign.
Air New Zealand said it wants 
70 recruits to stand in lines in 
three airports — while wearing 
temporary tattoos on the back of 
their heads so the displays can be 
seen by people lining up behind 
them.
The airline would pay 1,000 
New Zealand dollars ($660) for 
each walking billboard, a company 
official said.
The tattoos will promote a new 
system that is meant to reduce 
check-in waiting times.
Air New Zealand marketing 
manager Steve Bayliss described 
the campaign as “a bit of fun.”
“It’s a ... tattoo on the back 
of someone’s head, so they have 
to have their head shaved or be 
bald already,” he told National 
Radio on Wednesday. “It will be 
an advantage for them to be bald 
already.”
The tattoos would fade or 
wash off after about two weeks, 
he said.
Bayliss added that he won’t 
be part of the program since 
he was “doing OK” in the hair
Classic
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actor himself, and Olivier 
deftly shows us the many 
versions of himself that 
Richard chose to present 
(often with some very dark 
humor) along with the real 
Richard, who addresses the 
audience by speaking directly 
into the camera. Rarely has 
this technique worked more
but true
department.
PATCHOGUE, N Y. (AP) _ 
A New York chanty says it has 
turned down a share of a $3 million 
lottery jackpot because accepting 
the money could send the wrong 
message to gambling addicts.
The Lighthouse Mission, which 
helps feed 3,000 hungry Ixing 
Island residents a week, had been 
chosen to share an anonymous 
donor’s jackpot last month. The 
donor gave the winning ticket 
to the True North Community 
Church, which said it would share 
the money with other charities.
The mission’s pastor, James 
Ryan, says he appreciates the offer 
but had to turn it down because 
his organization counsels against 
addictions, including gambling. 
He did not say what the mission’s 
share of the prize would have 
been.
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. 
(AP) — A lucky cat owes one of 
its nine lives to a firefighter who 
revived it with mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation.
Al Machado rescued the cat 
from a burning apartment Tuesday, 
telling The Standard Times of New 
Bedford that he saw immediately 
that it needed air. Machado began 
performing mouth to mouth on the 
animal as he carried it outside.
Video shot at the scene shows 
Machado bent over, breathing into 
the cat’s mouth several times. The 
cat. a tiger angora, was revived and 
resting comfortably soon after.
No humans were injured in the 
fire. A man and woman whose last 
known address was the building 
that burned were arrested and 
charged with arson, authorities 
said.
Two other cats died in the 
second-floor apartment, but two 
dogs there were saved with the 
help of oxygen from paramedics 
and animal rescue personnel. 
Pets on the other two floors — 
including a ferret and even some 
frogs on the first fkxir — were all 
saved.
Asked what it tasted like to 
give mouth-to-mouth to a cat, 
Machado laughed, grimaced and 
said: “Like fur.”
effectively.
There have been many 
Shakespeare adaptations 
(indeed the earliest surviving 
American feature is a silent 
version of “Richard III”), but 
few are this fun — and none 
this subversive. Laurence 
Olivier may have only directed 
five films, but at least one of 
those is a classic.
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NOW OPEN
in Your Neighborhood!
American. Mediterranean. Indian
5900 LAKE MICHIGAN OK NW 
GRAND RAPIDS. MlDelivery!Dine In!
Take Out! 791-6660
15% off
with valid GVSU ID tor
students and staff.
Maximum Yield.
A checking account with 5% APY* and free ATM 
withdrawals anywhere. It doesn’t get better than 
that To top it all off, it’s completely free with NO 
minimum balance requirements!
Open your account today! For details, call or stop by 
any of our 21 branch locations, or visit us online at 
www.LMCU.org
CELEBRATING 75 TEAR!
5 ATMs on Campuxl
• Commons (Lower Levs!)
• Df*»Up Kiosk at 42nd/Pte«* 
Roc. Cents>
• KJrfchof Centsr 
Kletnec Commons
(£> 616.242.9790 • 800.242.9790
ACROSS
1 Meadow 
4 Penicillin 
provider 
8 Japheth’s 
dad
12 Bobby of 
hockey
13 Duel tool
14 Grooving on
15 Mixed drink
17 Start a 
garden
18 Source
19 Prior night
21 Speck
22 Take in, 
maybe
26 Esteem
29 Examine 
critically
30 Sapporo 
sash
King Crossword
1 2 3 1
12
15
18
13
r 9 10 11
r
LL
26 27 28
31 J
34 ■
37 38
40
45 46 47
50
53
31 Quite some 50 Grand story memento 28 Tidy
time 51 Curved 7 Taken out of 29 Irritate
32 Kennedy or molding context? 32 “War and
Koppel 52 Rocky peak 8 Japanese- Peace”
33 Navy jail 53 Draw with a Americans author
34 Savings plan laser 9 Indivisible 33 Confuse
acronym 54 Play area 10 Corroded 35 Shark part
35 “Simpsons” 55 Hot tub 11 Scuttle 36 Wept loudly
network 16 Praise 38 Eighth letter
36 Borscht DOWN 20 Cistern 39 Wicker willow
needs 1 Places 23 Traditional 42 Feedbag fill
37 Sell in small 2 Piccadilly tales 43 Call a halt to
quantities statue 24 Final notice 44 Mrs. Zeus
39 Lummox 3 Curved lines 25 Cheats, a la 45 Shelter
40 — and outs 4 Shower “Quiz Show” 46 Make up
41 Nike symbol participant? 26 “Aquarius” your mind
45 Missing 5 Dizzying musical 47 “— semper
48 Drive too designs 27 Shrek, for tyrannis”
close 6 Mainlander’s one 49 Khan title
© 2008 King Features Synd., Inc.
See Answers on B6
Today
• First meeting of the year 
for WCKS The Whale
— 9 p.m. in the Thornapple 
Room of the Kirkhof Center
Tuesday
• “Beautiful Losers” 
movie premiere — 7 to 
9 p.m. in the Loosemore 
Auditorium on the Pew 
Campus
Wednesday
• Arts at Noon Series: 
Anna Skalova, violin, and 
Dmitri Vorobiev, piano
— 11 a.m. in the Cook- 
DeWitt Center
• Arts at Noon Series: The 
Eybler Quartet — Noon in 
the Cook-DeWitt Center
• UICA groundbreaking 
event — 4 to 5:30 p.m. at 
41 Sheldon Blvd. SE
Thursday
• Swing dancing at Rosa 
Parks Circle — 7 p.m.
• Jane Austen’s “Sense 
and Sensibility” — through 
Sept. 27 at the Master Arts 
Theatre in Grand Rapids
• The Who’s “Tommy”
— playing through Oct. 4 at 
8 p.m. at the Circle Theatre 
in Grand Rapids
WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student Checking Account and you’ll be 
automatically entered in our Scholarship Sweepstakes. One student 
will win $10,000 toward college tuition costs and 10 students will 
win $1,000. It’s just one way Fifth Third can help, so you can lighten 
the stress—or simply shift it toward a midterm. Call 1-877-579-5353 
or visit 53.com to see how we can support your education.
Fifth Third Bank
53.com The things we do for dreamsr
No purctuw iwctsury. See a Fifth Third representative for complete details. Fifth Third and Fifth Third Bank are registered service marks of
Fifth Third Bancorp Member FDK.
Brian Beaupied, Sports Editor
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Lakers 
show true 
colors
UNIVERSITY CENTER, Mich 
— The Lakers’ game plan wasn’t 
elaborate or innovative.
The recipe for a win in Saginaw 
included a traditional, steady dose of 
the run, controlling the line on both 
sides of the ball and playing smart, 
tough, old-fashioned football.
Essentially, Grand Valley State 
University played up to its black and 
blue color scheme in pounding the 
ball between tackles and physically 
dominating the Cardinals.
GVSU showed guts and 
character in the one-sided affair, but 
the team needs to remain humble, 
and most importantly selfless, to 
endure the formality that is the 
regular season.
In his postgame address,
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin 
said he was proud of his team’s 
performance and assured players 
not content with their role, that with 
injuries, it is only a matter of time 
before their numbers are called.
“I don't want to get 17 phone 
calls from people unhappy about 
their playing time — your time will 
come,” he said.
This must be the mindset of 
the team pushing forward. The 
distraction of disgruntled players is a 
cancer that can spread far too quick 
in the locker room.
Follow the example set by 
receivers Greg Gay and Cameron 
Bradford. In the season’s opening 
two weeks and seeing limited snaps, 
these two have made the most of the 
opportunities they’ve been given. 
With receiver Ryan Bass out for the 
next four to six weeks, and returning 
receiver Mike Koster seeing limited 
playing time, Bradford and Gay 
have left their impression on the 
Lakers’ coaching staff.
‘‘Cam Bradford, here’s a kid that 
a week ago didn’t much look to be 
a part of things — he’s probably 
going to be our third or fourth 
outside kid and probably like our 
ninth option in our offense,” Martin 
said. ‘‘He played last week and 
did some nice things, and when I 
was watching him, I kept seeing a 
young Antione Trent; just a big guy 
covering people up and Trent made 
a living of catching that big hitch 
and then blocking early in his career. 
Every play (Bradford) blocked like 
ourO-line blocked.”
Gay touched the ball once 
Saturday and took it outside for 38 
yards and a score. He knows being 
a freshman, his touches are going to 
come at a premium.
“I don’t get a lot of carries, and 
when I do, I want to make the most 
of them,” Gay said. ‘‘When I saw 
that hole I wanted to make sure I 
would get to the end zone.”
GVSU football players will 
ultimately walk away with two 
degrees from this school, one in 
their major and the other in Martin’s 
playbook.
And it’s players like Gay and 
Bradford who have obviously been 
attending all their classes.
It’s these kind of guys who are 
essential to the successful makeup 
of any team.
Even without touching the ball. 
Gay and Bradford want to help out 
when and where needed.
And that purity is the beauty of 
Division II f<x>tball, these players 
are competing for a national title 
ring, not a multi-million dollar 
contract.
Coach Martin is a pretty smart 
man. He’s achieved tremendous 
success and continues to build 
the reputation of a nationally- 
recognized program.
I think he knows better than his 
players what he’s doing.
Players that gripe about playing 
time need to make the most of 
opportunities and let their attitude 
do the talking.
Character and depth have 
never been issues with GVSU 
football, simply because winning 
overshadows any internal conflict. 
But with injuries beginning to 
mount, the depth of the young team 
will be tested.
They’ll have to leam quick, as 
there’s not much of a curve.
sports® lanthorn com
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Toppled: Grand Valley State University defenders Matt Flutur, Matt Bakker and Zach Breen (left to right) bring down Saginaw Valley's Ja'Vae Ingraham during Saturday's game
The raining victors
GVSU dominates in every area on field, shuts down rival SVSU in blowout Saturday, 36-0
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor
UNIVERSITY CENTER. Mich. - 
When it rains, it pours.
The old adage was never more true 
than Saturday for Saginaw Valley State 
University after the Lakers ran away 
with a wet and lopsided 36-0 win in the 
annual Battle of the Valleys matchup.
It was the first time GVSU has 
shut out SVSU, and the first time the 
Cardinals have been blanked since Nov. 
14, 1992.
Weather conditions hindered Grand 
Valley State University (No. 2, 2-0) 
from opening up its explosive spread 
offense, and instead the Lakers were 
forced to rely on their ground attack and 
defense to blank the Cardinals (I -1).
“I thought defensively we came 
out faster than we did last week," said 
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin. ‘‘(The 
defense) kept getting stops — they 
stuffed the run early and now (SVSU is)
one dimensional. There’s a lot of ways 
to win football games, and we don’t 
really care how we win them.”
The Lakers held SVSU to just 20 
yards of total offense in the first half, 
and 104 total, with just four rushing 
for the game. GVSU controlled the line 
on both sides of the ball, possessing 
the football for 10 minutes more than 
the Cardinals, and making quarterback 
Danny Stiefel uncomfortable in the 
pocket. GVSU took advantage of two 
Stiefel interceptions for six points, in 
addition to forcing three fumbles and a 
safety.
Senior Dan Skuta and sophomore 
Danny Richard led a defensive front 
that had Stiefel scrambling most of the 
afternoon. The pair were involved in 
two of the team’s three sacks.
Junior Chris Huley had six tackles 
and intercepted a tipped pass to return 
it 25 yards to the SVSU three-yard line 
setting up a Todd Carter field goal.
Huley said the weather was a factor
on how the defense approached the 
SVSU spread offense, which relies on 
short passes and quick screens.
“(Because of the rain) we know 
they’ve got to run, and if we stop the 
run, we know they’ve got to pass,” he 
said. “So we have a little advantage.”
James Berezik anchored the GVSU 
ground attack, which accounted for 
277 yards, finishing with 117 yards and 
two touchdowns on 17 carries. Juniors 
Blake Smolen and P.T. Gates helped 
shoulder the load, adding 77 and 46 
yards, respectively.
“Obviously it was a nasty day out 
there and we had to tote the rock” 
Berezik said. “It just came down to 
who was going to be more physical and 
obviously we were. The offensive line 
gave me holes and I just ran as hard as 
I could.”
The game’s turning point came on 
a 38-yard touchdown scamper from 
redshirt freshman Greg Gay. Gay took 
the handoff and stretched it outside
before cutting back and taking the ball 
past SVSU defenders for a score, which 
put the Lakers up 17 in the first quarter.
“I’ve been working on it a lot in 
practice and it’s a play we’ve been 
running all week,” Gay said. “It’s one of 
our better run plays.”
Brad Iciek was not asked to do 
much more than hand off the football, 
but when he did drop back to pass he 
completed 11 -of-18 attempts for 111 
yards and a touchdown to senior tight 
end/wide receiver Jonn Mathews.
Mathews led all receivers with three 
grabs for 48 yards. Berezik also taught 
three passes for 23 yards.
GVSU has now won five straight 
against SVSU and they lead the all-time 
series 27-10.
sports@ lanthorn x'om
See more: Visit www. 
lanthorn.com to hear Chuck 
Martin's post-game comments
Cross country competes at MSU Invite
GVSU struggles to perfom at top of pack this weekend; teammates discuss strength first, speed later
By Kyle Paffhausen
GVL Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s cross country teams 
traveled to Michigan State University on Friday 
to compete in the Spartan Invitational and were 
greeted with soggy conditions.
In the non-scored event. Grand Valley State 
University runners did not record any impressive 
finishes, with the top Laker being sophomore
GVl Archive / Elite Miller
Top: GVSU sophomore Katherine McCarthy heads toward the 
finish line during a cross country meet at the Aquinas Open last 
season
Right: GVSU senior Chris Hammer (left) finishes second during a 
cross country meet at the Aquinas Open last season
Megan Maceratini.
Maceratini’s time of 22:09 was good for 12th 
place in the invite.
The next closest Laker was junior Lynsey 
Ardingo, 16 seconds behind her 
teammate in 15th place.
“My body is still in the 
process of getting back into 
the routine so the fatigue in 
fast workouts and meets makes 
it a bit harder,” Ardingo said.
“However, getting into the 
faster workouts and early meets 
help me to begin getting speed 
back into my training.”
Also cracking the top 20, 
senior Kelly Gibbons came in 
just behind Ardingo in 18th 
place, just three seconds off 
Ardingo’s pace.
“Throughout the summer and during the 
early season, our training is mainly focused on 
increasing our mileage and strength training,"
Gibbons said. “Coach Baltes believes that having 
a strong base will help us stay strong through the 
whole season.”
On the men’s side, redshirt freshman Tyler 
Emmorey was again the leader 
for GVSU, finishing in 17th 
place with a time of 25:36. That 
time is an improvement of more 
than one minute from the last 
meet against the Indiana Institute 
of Technology.
“Generally the intensity picks 
up because of competition among 
the team,” Emmorey said. “But 
I am running about the same 
amount of mileage I was in the 
last few weeks of summer.”
The next closest finishers 
for the Lakers were almost 30 
seconds behind Emmorey.
“You put in a lot of work in the summer and 
don’t really get a chance to see it pay off until you 
get a chance to race,” Emmorey said.
Redshirt freshmen Jeff Nordquist and Anthony 
Witt recorded 26th and 27th place, respectively.
Redshirt freshman Nathan Knisely came in 35th 
place and senior Chris Hammer finished just four 
seconds behind Knisely in 36th place.
Nordquist mentioned the necessity of training 
during the first month as being the key to having a 
long and successful season.
“(Head coach) Jerry (Baltes’) training program 
has helped me improve immensely from where I 
was in high school to where I am now," Gibbons 
said. “So I am definitely a firm believer in strength 
early in the season and incorporating speed later 
on.”
The Lakers now move on to their final meet 
for the month of September, the Calvin College 
Invitational on Saturday.
Following the Calvin meet, GVSU will travel to 
Notre Dame University for its invitational on Oct. 
3.
"We feel our team has the potential to have a 
great finish at the national meet,” Gibbons said. 
“We also know all we can do is focus on the things 
our team can do that will put us in the best position 
possible.”
kpa/fhausen ® lanthorn .com
“My body is still in the 
process of getting back 
into the routine ... faster 
workouts and early meets 
help me to begin getting 
speed back into my 
training.”
LYNSEY ARDINGO
GVSU JUNIOR
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Battle of the Valleys highlights Game notes
• Berezik has run for 100+ 
yards in both games this 
season, and six during 
his career. He has four 
rushing touchdowns in 
the first two games of the 
season.
• GVSU’s shutout against 
SVSU was the team’s first 
since a 13-0 win against 
the University of Findlay 
in Sept. 2006, and it was 
the first time SVSU has 
been shutout since a 37-0 
loss to Butler University 
on Nov. 14, 1992.
• Since 2000 the Lakers 
have recorded 100 
victories, going 100-10 
in that stretch. GVSU 
extended its regular 
season win streak to 33 
games and 32 in a row in 
the GL1AC.
GVL / Andrew Mills
SV home advantage: The Laker offense gets ready to call the play as Saginaw Valley fans cheer in the background Grand Valley State University won the historic rivalry, 36-0, on Saturday
Grand Valley State 36, 
Saginaw Valley State 0
GVSU
SVSU
1st Quarter
GV-James Berezik three-yard run 
(Todd Carter kick). 5:12.
GV-Greg Gay 38-yani run 
(Carter kick), 3:30.
GV-Carter 19-yard field goal,
0:19.
2nd Quarter
GV-Berezik 22-yard run 
(Carter kick), 5:12.
3rd Quarter
GV-Jonn Mathews 12-yard pass 
from Brad Iciek (Carter kick), 
0:29.
4th Quarter
GV-Carter 18-yard field goal, 9:31.
Rushing
GVSU: 49-27 (Berezik 17-117). 
SVSU: 24-4 (LJ. Robertson 7-24).
Passing
GVSU: Brad Iciek 11-18-0-117. 
SVSU: Danny Stiefel 13-25-2-63.
Receiving
GVSU: Mathews 3-48.
SVSU: Michael Meade 6-36.
Defensive
GVSU: Matt Bakker(7 tackles). 
SVSU: John Jacobs (16 tackles).
Iciek has completed 
29-of-45 pass attempts 
for 396 yards and three 
touchdowns this season. 
His favorite target has 
been tight end/wide 
receiver Jonn Mathews 
who has caught nine 
passes for 130 yards and 
a score. Iciek spread the 
ball around, connecting 
with 10 different receivers 
early in the season.
GLIAC round-up
Wayne State 6, Indianapolis 0 
Ashland 48. Michigan Tech. 41 
Tiffin 34, Northern Michigan 28 
Hillsdale 26, Northwood 7 
Ferris State 14. Findlay 0
:GV Athletics feels growing pains
: As enrollment increases, so does crowding in Lubbers Stadium
By Jason Puscas
GVL Staff Writer
' - While students get 
accustomed to new facilities on 
campus this year, administration 
at Grand Valley State University 
is already 
looking ahead 
to continue to 
accommodate 
a continually 
growing 
student 
population.
“We’re
short on H------I—__Mt
student study Bacluneler 
space, we’re
short on student laboratory 
space, we’re short on student 
classroom space, we’re short 
on student library space, we're 
short on office space and we’re 
probably short on just about any 
other kind of space I’ve failed to 
mention,” said Jim Bachmeier, 
vice president of Finance for 
GVSU. “It’s going to come 
down to balancing the needs and 
picking the highest priorities 
out of those groups. My belief 
is that by the time we get done 
there will be a little something 
for almost everybody.”
Among the additions 
currently being discussed is an 
expansion of Lubbers Stadium 
to add more seating.
There were 6,932 tickets 
distributed to students for this 
year’s season opener.
The student section currently 
seats only 2,900 students.
This has been a recurring 
problem, and with four of the 
five games at home last year
having more than 4,300 tickets 
distributed, GVSU students 
have taken notice.
“The access to student 
seating has become a huge 
inconvenience and needs to 
be addressed,” said Megan 
Moriarty, a senior at GVSU. “I 
had to wait until halftime just to 
be seated. At a university that 
prides itself in 
being 
student-first.
I’d consider 
this one 
of the few 
exceptions 
where the 
University 
hasn’t yet 
addressed our 
needs.”
Although 
GVSU has 
not yet dealt with this concern, 
it does seem to be a priority with 
the administration.
“This is a best-in-class, 
nationally-ranked athletic 
program, and (we are) certainly 
a long way away from best- 
in-class facilities,” Bachmeier 
said. “We need to start closing 
that gap.”
Intramural athletics has also 
been noted as an issue that 
needs to be addressed by the 
administration and by those 
coordinating the programs.
“It’s a really exciting time to 
participate in intramural sports, 
and it has been amazing over the 
past couple of years to see how 
the interest has grown,” said 
John Rosick, assistant director 
of intramural sports. “It’s a good 
problem to have, in the fact that
‘The access to student 
seating has become 
a huge inconvenience 
and needs to be 
addressed.”
MEGAN MORIARTY
GVSU SENIOR
we run out of space and time to 
put people.”
The intramural program has 
grown substantially during the 
past five years, from 2,437 in 
2003 to 3,433 this past year.
With outdoor sports
specifically, GVSU is running 
out of space and time.
Waiting lists are growing as 
are teams and 
players who 
cannot play 
simply due to 
a lack of space 
and time.
As of
the captains 
meeting for 
the intramural 
football league 
this past week, 
there were 76 
teams in the 
league, with an additional 13 on 
a waiting list hoping they would 
get a chance to play.
Taking notice of the 
tremendous growth of the 
program and the resulting 
issues, Bachmeier is already 
talking about possible solutions, 
including additional intramural 
facilities and lighting the 
existing outdoor fields.
“I think that lighting the 
athletic fields — and I'm really 
talking about the club and 
intramural fields — I think that 
lighting those fields is definitely 
in our university’s future,” 
Bachmeier said. “It’s not if 
we’re going to do that, the only 
question is when.”
jpuscas @ lanthorn .com
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Set-spike-win: Sophomore Rebeccah Rapin goes up for the kill during GVSU's 
match against Northwood Saturday. The Laker's won the set 3-0
Volleyball matches to six wins
Grand Valley State University defeats GLIACfoes Wayne State, Northwood universities
By Kenneth Cotto
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State 
University volleyball
team defeated two GLIAC 
opponents during the weekend 
to extend its winning streak to 
six matches.
Aftershuttingout Davenport 
University in its home opener 
Wednesday night, the No. 10 
Lakers went on a weekend 
road trip, defeating Wayne 
State (3-1) and Northwood (3- 
0) universities.
The victory against Wayne 
State was highlighted by a great 
performance by senior Lauren 
Reber who delivered 20 kills, 
putting the Warriors on their 
heels and also contributing 
defensively, notching 17 digs.
“She made some key points 
down the stretch of that match 
and made some key kills at 
really important times when we 
needed them,” said GVSU head 
coach Deanne Scanlon. “Those 
are the type of performances 
that we need to have.”
Ironically, Reber was the 
only one surprised by the 
numbers she put up.
“I didn’t even think that 
I was playing that good until 
I saw the stats,” Reber said. 
“I was just worried about the 
team winning.”
Scanlon 
and Reber 
said Wayne 
State was 
tougher than 
they have been 
in previous 
years.
The 
Warriors have 
a new head 
coach and have 
added several 
transferplayers 
to the roster.
Being the 
top ranked 
team in the GLIAC, other 
teams are hungry to take that 
spot away from GVSU.
“They were really coming 
after us,” Scanlon said.
The next day in Midland, 
Mich., Northwood could not
break through the GVSU 
blockers’ defense, which 
prevented the Timberwolves 
from winning a single set. 
Jamie Ashmore made sure the 
Lakers were in position to kill, 
with a match-high 32 assists 
and 11 digs.
“Ourhitters 
were killing 
walls,” she 
said, referring 
to the hitters’ 
ability to 
get the ball 
through the 
Northwood 
blockers.
Scanlon 
said she feels 
like her team 
comes in most 
games trying 
to weather the 
early parts of
the match.
After a tough time 
weathering Northwood during 
the first two sets, GVSU 
showed perseverance in set 
three to close Northwood out.
On paper it may seem
like the Lakers had an easy 
weekend, but Scanlon begged 
to differ. In spite of the 
numbers, volleyball is a little 
different than other sports, she 
said.
“The thing about volleyball 
is you may get a win in game 
one, but the score doesn’t 
carry over like basketball 
or football,” she said. “You 
start back at zero every single 
game.”
The fast pace of volleyball 
requires teams to build 
momentum by building early 
leads.
That momentum, Scanlon 
said, can “change in a 
heartbeat,” adding no lead is 
safe in this sport,
GVSU continues its 
season with a 9-2 record and 
seeks to extend its six-game 
winning streak at home on 
Tuesday against Ferris State 
University.
GVSU won both of its 
matches against the Bulldogs 
last season.
kcotto@ lanthorn .com
“The thing about 
volleyball is you may 
get a win in game 
one, but the score 
doesn't carry over... 
you start back at zero 
every single game.”
DEANNE SCANLON
GVSU HEAD COACH
Women's soccer shutout streak ends, record improves to 5-0
Saint Joseph’s 
notches goal 
against GVSU, ends 
shutout streak for 
Kristina Nasturzio
By Rebecca Beard
GVL Senior Reporter
Grand Valley State 
University women’s soccer 
team improved its record to 5-0 
Wednesday night, but allowed 
its first goal of the season.
No. 1 GVSU defeated the 
Saint Joseph’s College Pumas, 
5-2, in Rensselaer, Ind., never 
trailing during the game.
Lakers senior midfielder 
Meaghan Robinson led off 
the scoring less than two 
minutes into play, assisted by 
sophomore defender Jenna 
Wenglinski.
Senior forward Katy Tafler 
added a goal 2:16 minutes 
later and another in the second 
half.
“We probably played as 
well offensively as we have 
all year,” said GVSU head 
coach Dave Dilanni. “It had
been a focus the last couple of 
days to pick up the tempo of 
the game and to be a little bit 
more dynamic, and I thought 
we looked good.”
GVSU held the advantage 
against Saint Joseph’s in shots, 
25-3, and corner kicks, 6-1.
Senior forward Ashley 
E I s a s s 
and junior 
forward 
Irie Dennis 
collected one 
goal a piece 
as well.
“This 
game was a 
turning point 
for us,”
Taller said.
“We really 
clicked.”
The 
Lakers 
offense kept Saint Joseph's 
sophomore goal keeper Amanda 
Uram on her toes, forcing her 
to make 13 saves.
GVSU senior goalkeeper 
Kristina Nasturzio notched one 
save, but her shutout streak 
ended at 375:40 minutes.
Senior forward Rachel 
Cobean scored both of the
Pumas goals during the first 
half — one off a penalty kick 
and the other shortly before 
halftime.
It was the first time the 
Lakers allowed two goals in 
the regular season since an 
October 2004 loss to Ashland 
University.
But the 
experienced 
Laker squad, 
which 
features 14 
upperclassmen, 
is prepared to 
keep up their 
winning ways. 
Nasturzio said.
“Right now 
we know what 
we’re expected 
to do,” she said. 
“We’ve learned 
what needs to 
be done out there.”
The match was the midpoint 
of five-straight away games for 
the Lakers, but Nasturzio said 
the team is used to the grind of 
traveling.
“It’s the same thing every 
year,” she said. “You know 
it’s happening, and we get 
there a day or two in advance
“It had been a focus 
the last couple of days 
to pick up the tempo 
of the game and to 
be ... more dynamic ... 
I thought we looked 
good.”
DAVE DilANNI
GVSU HEAD COACH
so we have time to mentally 
prepare.”
Dilanni added all the away 
games early in the season are 
important tests for the Lakers.
“If you’re going to win at 
this level, you need to win 
games on the road,” he said. 
“But one of the positives (of 
so many road games) is that 
we’ll be at home in October 
and I think that’ll be fun for 
us. Near the end of the year 
we’ll get into a swing.”
Apparently getting in the 
swing, Tafler, who picked up 
her second and third goals of 
the season, currently stands at 
97 for her career.
But GVSU’s all-time 
scoring leader said she is not 
too focused on collecting No. 
100.
“It would be a pretty cool 
thing to do, but I don’t see it 
as a main goal,” she said. “You 
can get too caught up in it.”
The Lakers will take on 
their first GLIAC opponent, 
Northern Michigan University, 
at 4 p.m. Friday in Marquette, 
Mich.
rheard@ lanthorn .corn
GVL Archive / Bri Goodyear
Battle for the ball: Senior Katy Tafler, from Mississauga, Ont., fights for the ball 
against Tampa Bay freshman Samantha Kay, from Ocean, N.J., during a game on 
Aug 29.
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Women's Center unveils in new wing of Kirkhof
By Susie Skowronek
Gil Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State University 
Women’s Center has moved, but still 
provides the education, resources and 
opportunities women need to confront 
the barriers they face in today’s 
society, both on campus and off.
The Center’s new location, in the 
addition of the Kirkhof Center, has 
provided it with more room to serve 
students.
Several considerations were made 
in the new design to contribute to the 
Center’s appeal.
Rolling chairs and movable 
furniture provide accessibility, 
decorations create a safe and 
comfortable atmosphere and a study 
area in the back houses a section from 
ihe Zumberge Library with literature 
pertaining specifically to women, said 
Ashley Nickels, assistant director of 
Lhe Women’s Center. The new center 
jtlso includes a fireplace, couch and 
joffee bar to create a warm, inviting 
feel.
• Nickels added those students who 
Heed to meet one-on-one have more 
privacy, and the Zumberge section of 
Ehe Center offers a place for students 
[o study — complete with a computer. 
Student groups are also welcome to 
nse the space, she said.
“The expansion provides an 
opportunity to grow as an organization 
in staff, volunteers and interns to
provide the best quality service for our 
students,” Nickels said.
One service the center provides 
is playing host to several on-campus 
events. This year returns several 
favorites including Family Fun 
Night on Sept. 25, which connects 
students and parents in an evening 
of excitement, and Silent Witness in 
October, an event that acknowledges 
West Michigan women who died as 
a result of domestic violence. Other 
events include Eyes Wide Open’s 
Take Back the Night on Oct. 20 and 
the Vagina Monologues performed in 
February.
This year, the Center celebrates 
their grand opening alongside the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs and the 
LGBT Resource Center. Nickels said.
In conjunction with the grand 
opening, the Women’s Center will 
hold a reception for the artists whose 
work hangs in the Center. Nickels said 
the pieces are selected every April by 
a jury in Call for Art, and the resulting 
artwork remains in the Women’s 
Center all year.
Aside from hosting events, the 
Women’s Center educates women 
about gender equality in body image, 
dating violence and monetary equity, 
and provides resources and referrals. 
Nickels said.
Stressing service and activism, 
the Center has a program called the 
Women’s Issues Volunteer Corps. 
This ambassador organization gives
presentations on gender equality and 
leads service projects. Nickels added.
Students can join the Women’s 
Issues Volunteer Corps to make a 
difference in the Women’s Center 
and the GVSU community, Nickels 
said. The Corps offers volunteer 
opportunities off campus in programs 
such as YWCA, Girl Scouts, Center for 
Women in Transition and The Triangle 
Foundation, as well as providing on- 
campus volunteer opportunities.
Registration forms can be found at the 
Women’s Center.
Senior Kelsey Petersen, of 
Greenville, Mich., began volunteering 
through the Women’s Issues Volunteer 
Corps and now works in the Women’s 
Center office.
“I’m doing what I want to do, 
working with issues I want to work 
with,” she said.
For Petersen, the Women’s Center 
provided awareness of volunteer
opportunities around the Grand 
Rapids area she did not know existed. 
The renovation only enhances this 
process.
“Since the center has grown, it is 
getting more attention and bringing 
more issues to light,” she said. 
“Overall, it makes campus a better 
environment because it gets students 
more active in the community.”
sskowronek@ lanthorn .com
GVL / Matt LaVere
Vibrant digs: The new Women's Center in 1201 Kirkhof offers many opportumtes for students to study, relax or attend various programs
Democratic senator, Republican politician to battle for Nov. 4
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Laker Life Editor
) With the Nov. 4 election 
quickly approaching, college 
students across the country are 
generating unprecedented interest 
in presidential candidates.
McCain vs. Obama: Michigan 
Debates Decision 2008 hosted 
by the Hauenstein Center 
for Presidential Studies will 
t^ke__ place at the Loosemore 
Auditorium on the Pew Campus 
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
“Students are energized in 
record numbers this year and the 
Hauenstein Center wants to put 
pn an event that answers student 
demands for facts and insight,” 
said Gleaves Whitney, director 
of the Hauenstein Center for 
Presidential Studies. “This debate 
is the best way to do that.”
. The debate features two
political figures. Michigan 
Democratic Sen. Buzz Thomas of 
Detroit and veteran Republican 
politician Rusty Hills.
Hills is a two-time former 
chairman of the Michigan 
Republican Party and is currently 
the communications director for 
Michigan Attorney General Mike 
Cox.
Thomas is serving his second 
term in the Michigan Senate and 
is the current Senate Democratic 
Floor Leader. Thomas will 
represent Sen. Barack Obama, 
D-IIL, and Hills will represent 
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.
“Thomas and Hills are fiercely 
part isan. know ledgeable debaters, 
and they will help us sort out the 
questions between these two 
candidates,” Whitney said.
The event has already 
generated a large amount of 
interest on campus.
The Loosemore Auditorium 
will be filled to capacity for the 
debate, forcing the creation of an 
overtlowroom 
in which seats 
are already 
filling up fast.
Those 
seated in the 
overflow room 
will watch 
the debate 
through a live 
feed on a TV 
monitor.
The event will be broadcast by 
Michigan Government Television 
and posted on YouTube by the 
Hauenstein Center.
Rick Albin of WOOD TVS 
will moderate the debate. Hill 
and Thomas will discuss several 
issues including domestic policy, 
foreign policy and the war on 
terror.
Mills
In this election, college 
students have an unprecedented 
opportunity to help determine the 
outcome.
“Theyoung 
generation 
is bringing a 
new view and 
looking for 
change,” said 
GVSU junior 
Katie Rapier.
Student 
'interest has 
piqued an all-
time high, perhaps due to the 
historically low 110th Congress 
approval ratings and President 
Bush’s consistently low approval 
ratings. Whitney said.
“There is so much opportunity 
for change with this election,” 
Rapier said. “College students are 
adults and the issues that will be 
addressed at the debate are things
Thomas
that are going to affect us in the 
future.”
Though student excitement 
for the candidates may be high, it 
does not mean the demographic 
will ultimately turn out at the 
polls.
“If historic patterns prevail, 
the student demographic won't 
be that important.” Whitney 
said. “But if they vote in record 
numbers, they could have a huge 
impact on this election in state 
after state.”
After the debate, Whitney 
wants to give attendees at least 
45 minutes to participate in a 
question-and-answer session.
This will be an opportunity for 
students to bring up any issues 
they want addressed, not covered 
in the debate.
“It’s important for us to bring 
this event to students so they can 
make a more educated choice on
who they want to be president.” 
said Mandi Bird, event planner 
for the Hauenstein Center. “We 
aren’t here to weigh it either 
way, we are here to put all of the 
information out there and let you 
decide.”
This debate is one of three 
the Hauenstein Center will be 
hosting this year.
“We are here to serve the 
students and the community,” 
Bird said. “We want our events 
to be accessible to everyone and 
have you walk away as a more 
educated citizen.”
Seating is currently limited to 
the overflow room.
Those interested in attending 
must RSVP at the center’s Web 
site at http://www.allpresidents. 
org.
laker!ife@ lanthorn .com
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Laker Leadership to retreat 
i for confidence in Tustin
By Brittney Mestdagh
GVl. Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University 
students are encouraged to take 
a stand and step out of their 
comfort zones while attending the 
Emerging Leaders Retreat.
! The weekend retreat program, 
hosted by Laker Leadership 
Program, is coordinated to inspire 
students, especially freshmen and 
sophomores, to think critically 
and develop their leadership 
skills.
“The retreat teaches students 
to discover their own personal 
philosophy of leadership,” said 
Theresa Rowland, of Belding, 
Mich., who is the graduate 
assistant coordinating the event.
The retreat takes place Friday 
through Sunday at the Kettunen 
Retreat Center in Tustin. Mich. 
It includes interactive workshops 
centered on critical thinking, 
values, ethics and diversity. In 
addition, reflective workshops 
will give students the chance to 
ponder how they can apply these 
skills to their own lives.
“It is a wonderful opportunity 
to get to know yourself and 
others," said sophomore Sarah 
Schultz, of Saginaw. Mich., who 
is helping facilitate the event.
The experiences students 
gain at the retreat will carry on 
into future endeavors, such as 
relationships, schoolwork and 
careers, she said.
Junior Barbara Gbcwonyo, of 
Koror in the Republic of Palau, 
attended the retreat last year and 
said it was a beneficial experience 
for her.
Gbcwonyo said she was 
able to speak freely and share 
anything she wanted with her
peers at the leadership retreat. She 
added she learned more about the 
culture in the U.S. and felt more 
comfortable in her pxisition at 
GVSU by attending.
For one leadership activity, 
students will be shown various 
pictures of different people and 
have the task of choosing who 
they would want to help or not 
help in a crisis situation. Rowland 
said. The pictures can vary by 
age, gender or race, she added.
After making these judgments, 
students are asked to put their 
thoughts into words and to 
describe why they chose certain 
pieople over others. This exercise 
helps students develop not only 
critical thinking skills, but also 
argument analysis skills in 
having to describe their choices, 
Rowland said.
Freshman Evadne Nakamura 
is excited to attend the retreat this 
weekend.
“I don't want to go leam these 
skills and then throw them away,” 
she said. “It is going to be a
permanent thing.”
The purpose of every activity 
is to enhance every individual 
student’s piersonal philosophy 
theory. Rowland said.
At the end of the retreat, 
the facilitators will introduce 
on- and off-campus leadership 
opportunities for participants to 
continue in their development.
Students interested in 
participating can register at http:// 
www.gvsu.edu/leadership by 
selecting the Emerging leaders 
Retreat tab.
hmestda^h @ lanthorn .com
Take lead
Courtesy Photo www.gvsu.com 
Students hang out at last
year's Emerging Leaders Retreat
Courtesy Photo / www gvsu.com
Leader getaway: The staff of last year's Emerging Leaders Retreat group together
/I /
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Parenthood: Katie Wildt-Smith, a non-traditional student 
at Grand Valley State University, studies while her daughter, 
Camden, plays next to her.
GVSU non-traditional 
students provide 
enlightened perspective
By Jessica Richardson
GV7, Staff Writer
For some students at Grand Valley State 
University, the responsibilities of work and 
family come first.
These students are known as non-traditional 
students, and they are challenging themselves to 
make a better future for their loved ones.
According to GVSU qualifications, non- 
traditional students are defined as having 
multiple roles in addition to being a student, 
such as full-time employee, being a spouse or 
partner or being a parent. They are also defined 
as having returned to the learning environment 
after a three-or-more years' absence.
Non-traditional students more than 24 years 
old make up 13.3 piercent of GVSU’s population 
this semester.
Kristin Frens is a 21 -year-old, non-traditional 
student from Holland, Mich., and a mother of a 
4-week-old baby girl.
“If I’m up at 2 a m., it’s not because the bars 
just closed, it’s because my daughter needs to 
eat again," Frens said.
As a mother, she has learned more about 
herself than in her past college experience.
“I've learned patience, how to time-budget 
and I’ve learned that there is a whole other 
realm of love out there," she said.
Frens spends her evenings balancing 
homework and relaxation, along with the needs 
of her daughter.
“Not many students have that kind of 
responsibility,” she said.
Frens said for her. responsibility came early, 
but she would not want it any other way.
Johnny Sheick, 24, is also considered a non- 
traditional GVSU student due to his recent 
marriage.
“My personal situation doesn’t feel any 
different than it did before I got married,” 
Sheick said.
Being non-traditional is a minority status on 
campus, but for Sheick, being married carries a 
sense of reality and maturity for him.
“I think I'm in the minority in the sense that I 
am literally only here to get a degree and make a 
few friends along the way,” Sheick said.
The security of marriage eases him, he said, 
because no matter how stressful classes get, he 
finds comfort in knowing his spouse always has 
his back.
Kaitlyn Wildt-Smith. from Holland. Mich., 
is another non-traditional GVSU student. She is 
a mother and a wife living in designated family 
housing at Grand Valley Apartments while she 
juggles school.
“I’m not only doing this for myself, I am 
doing it for my husband and daughter as well,” 
Wildt-Smith said.
She wants other students to realize how 
different life is for non-traditional students.
“I don’t have the luxury of hanging out in 
Kirkhof after class or mingling around campus,” 
she said. “I have to get home to my family.”
She believes she offers a different perspective 
to the GVSU community.
“A huge advantage of being a non-traditional 
student is I feel extremely driven,” Smith 
added.
Cheree Pennell is a 44-year-old non- 
traditional student from Lowell, Mich. Though 
she may be twice the age of most of her 
classmates, she still feels anxiety when assigned 
a difficult task in her courses.
“It is then (after completing a difficult 
assignment) I realize I did something way 
beyond what I thought I could do,” Pennell said. 
“That is empowering!"
After having conversed with many traditional 
students, Pennell has noticed a trend of 
uncertainty about their future plans and goals.
“The only advice I can offer is find your 
bliss,” Pennell said. “Find out what makes you 
happy and follow your dream — it really is that 
easy."
jrichardson @ lanthorn .com
I
lanthorn@gvsu.edu
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Michigan in Brief
Heavy rain brings flooding 
to parts of Michigan
i Heavy rain that was 
.expected to continue 
throughout the weekend has 
brought flooding to parts of 
Michigan.
The Cass County sheriff’s 
department in southwest 
Michigan said rain Friday 
and Saturday caused flooding 
that forced the closure of 
some roads. Some roads in 
the Detroit area also were 
reported flooded.
The National Weather 
Service in Grand Rapids 
issued a flood warning for 
' counties in the southwest 
and south-central part of 
j the Lower Peninsula that 
| was scheduled to last until 
Monday morning.
The weather service says 
- up to 4 inches of rain had 
been reported in southern 
'"Kalamazoo County, and 
heavy rain was expected 
throughout the day Saturday. 
Another I to 3 inches was 
j bxpected Sunday.
"Detroit girl's shooter gets 
25 to 60 years in prison
DETROIT (AP) — A man 
is going to prison for shooting 
a 7-year-old Detroit girl who 
took a number of bullets that 
were originally aimed at her 
mother.
The Wayne County 
prosecutor’s office says 
Calvin Tillie was sentenced 
Friday to 25 years to 60 
years in prison. He recently 
pleaded guilty to assault with 
intent to murder and taking a 
hostage.
In December. Tillie fired 
multiple shots after forcing 
himself into a vehicle with 
former girlfriend Seliethia 
Parker and her daughter 
Alexis Goggins.
Police say the girl threw 
herself in front of her mother 
and was shot at least six 
times. Alexis survived but 
needed many surgeries and 
has an artificial eye. Parker 
was hit with three bullets.
Parker says a man in the 
Army sent her daughter a 
medal for bravery.
Great Lakes cemetery gets 
Pearl Harbor memorial
HOLLY TOWNSHIP, 
Mich. (AP) — A memorial 
at Great Lakes National 
Cemetery will honor those 
who served at Pearl Harbor.
The Saginaw News reports 
the memorial is scheduled 
to be dedicated Saturday 
at the veterans’ cemetery 
in Oakland County’s Holly 
Township, about 40 miles 
northwest of Detroit.
John H. Wilberding served 
at Pearl Harbor and as state 
chairman of the Pearl Harbor 
Survivors Association of 
1 Michigan. The 86-year-old 
from Shepherd says the 
, memorial is “a memory for 
once upon a time.”
Jl Text on the memorial 
reads: “Dedicated to the 
men and women who served 
on that infamous day in 
Hawaii.”
The Dec.7,1941,J apancse 
attack on Pearl Harbor thrust 
the United States into World 
!War II.
Mich, court rules artist 
can't use 'love' on breast
ROSEVILLE. Mich. (AP) 
— The Michigan Supreme 
Court has delivered a partial 
victory to a city in a dispute 
with an artist who got in 
trouble over a mural on the 
exterior wall of his studio.
Roseville artist Ed 
Stross’ mural is a take on 
Michelangelo’s “Creation of 
Man.”
It depicts Eve with a bare 
breast and has the word 
"love” written on it.
The court this week said 
the breast can stay while the 
word “love” must go.
Roseville officials had 
protested the mural because 
Stross was told not to use 
lettering when the city 
initially OK’d his mural 
proposal.
The high court sent other 
legal issues in the case back 
to the Michigan Court of 
Appeals.
AP Photo / Khalid Tanveer
Civilian reaction: Pakistani protesters burn a U S flag and an effigy of President 
George W. Bush Wednesday in Multan, Pakistan to condemn alleged strikes in 1 
several Pakistani tribal areas along the Afghanistan border
Despite series 
of Bush-ordered 
border raids in ally s 
territory, Pakistan to 
proceed quietly
By Paul Alexander
Associated Press Writer
ISLAMABAD. Pakistan 
(AP) — Pakistan’s government 
eased its rhetoric Saturday 
against unilateral U.S. attacks 
on militant havens near the 
Afghan border, saying it hopes 
quiet diplomacy will persuade 
Washington that the raids only 
inflame sentiment against leaders 
of both countries.
Defense Minister Ahmad 
Mukhtar claimed Washington 
already has 
agreed to curtail 
its military 
activities 
against 
militants in 
Pakistan, 
although a 
missile strike 
Friday killed at 
least 12 people.
Most U.S. 
cross-border 
activity has 
been limited to 
missiles fired 
by unmanned drone aircraft. But 
in a Sept. 3 attack, helicopter- 
borne U.S. ground forces were 
used in an operation that killed 
at least 15, an escalation of U.S. 
military force.
"As far as my information, 
we have taken it up at the highest 
level with the State Department 
and Pentagon,” Mukhtar said in 
an apparent reference to the U.S. 
using ground forces.
“They have given us assurance 
that it would not be repeated. 
The agreement we have with
them is that we will exchange 
information and the Pakistan 
military or (paramilitary) forces 
will take action against terrorists 
in Pakistan.” Mukhtar added.
The White House declined 
comment on the remarks, as it 
largely has done since reports 
emerged Thursday that President 
Bush secretly approved more 
aggressive cross-border
operations in July as part of a 
strategy to fight the resurgent 
Taliban in Afghanistan.
Since Aug. 13, there have 
been at least seven reported 
missile strikes, as well as the 
ground forces operation, in 
tribally governed territory where 
the government has little control. 
The border region is considered 
a likely hiding place for al-Qaida 
leader Osama bin Laden and his 
deputy, Ayman al-Zawahri.
Top 
government 
officials 
indicated 
Pakistan was 
trying to avoid 
an outright 
confrontation 
with 
Washington, 
its ally and 
financial 
supporter, 
after the main 
opposition 
party suggested 
the country should consider 
dropping out of the war on terror 
if cross-border attacks continue.
Prime Minister Yousaf Raza 
Gilani told reporters late Friday 
Pakistan would prefer to resolve 
any issue with Washington 
through diplomatic channels, 
adding that the issue will be 
discussed on the sidelines of 
the United Nations General 
Assembly meeting in New York 
later this month.
“Due to this American
policy, the tribal people will join 
militants and our work will be 
damaged,” he said hours after the 
latest missile strike. "We will not 
allow anyone to interfere inside 
our country.
“It is not that we will launch 
any attack. We will try to 
convince America, we will try 
to convince Britain that they 
should respect the sovereignty 
of Pakistan, and God willing, we 
will be able to convince them.”
However, Pakistan’s army 
chief Gen. Ashfaq Parvez 
Kay an i has vowed to protect 
the country’s sovereignty "at all 
cost.”
A group of tribal elders 
representing about a half-million 
people in the North Waziristan 
area, where most of the missile 
attacks have occurred, threatened 
Saturday to join forces with 
Taliban militants in Afghanistan.
"If America doesn't stop 
attacks in tribal areas, we will 
prepare an army to attack U.S. 
forces in Afghanistan,” chief 
tribal elder Malik Nasrullah 
told a news conference in Miran 
Shah, the area’s largest city. “We 
will also seek support from the 
tribal elders in Afghanistan to 
fight jointly against America.”
Small demonstrations against 
the U.S. incursions, each 
drawing about 50 people, were 
held Saturday in Karachi, Lahore 
and Quetta. They were organized 
by the Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaf 
party of cricket star-tumed- 
politician Imran Khan. Some 
carried placards reading "Bush 
worst example of human rights 
violations.”
The government and military 
have issued stiff protests to 
Washington, although the 
criticism appeared to be mostly 
aimed at soothing domestic anger 
because Pakistan really has few 
option^to influence U.S. policy 
short of opening fire on allied
forces or severing relations.
Mukhtar reiterated Pakistan’s 
contention that it is doing all 
it can to fight militancy and is 
suffering as a result, with more 
than 1 .(XX) security forces killed 
since the country allied itself 
with Washington in its war on 
terror after the Sept. 11, 2(X)1, 
attacks.
Pakistan's military said 
Saturday it killed at least 96 
militants and lost eight forces 
in four days of fighting in the 
Bajur tribal area near the Afghan
border.
Robert Hathaway, director of 
the Asia program at the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for 
Scholars in Washington, said 
the U.S. has to be careful not to 
dismiss the help it is getting from 
Pakistan.
He called the raid by ground 
forces a “risky maneuver” and 
said “too many of these operation!) 
will make the Pakistani army lessj 
willing to work with us,” which 
could negatively affect future 
U.S. leadership.
“Due to this American 
policy, the tribal 
people will join 
militants and our work 
will be damaged. We 
will not allow anyone 
to interfere...”
YOUSAF RAZA
PAKISTAN PRIME MINISTER
MSU revokes Mugabe’s honorary degree:
By David Goodman
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) — Michigan State 
University trustees Friday stripped 
Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe of 
an honorary law degree it gave him in 
1990, citing a pattern of human rights 
abuses and political repression.
Mugabe led the successful struggle to 
overcome white minority rule over what 
then was called Rhodesia. But he now 
faces wide domestic and international 
opposition because of Zimbabwe's 
economic collapse and his crackdown on 
opponents.
A Zimbabwe diplomat said the 
board’s timing is odd — one day after 
Mugabe announced a power-sharing 
agreement with opposition leader Morgan 
Tsvangirai.
Mugabe, 84, has received more than 
50 honorary degrees over the years, 
said Wilbert Gwashavanhu, political 
counselor at the Zimbabwe Embassy in 
Washington.
“If they want to revoke that honorary 
degree, he probably doesn’t even 
remember it,” Gwashavanhu told The 
Associated Press by telephone. “He has 
worked for his country. He’s a national 
hero.”
Michigan State said in July that it 
was considering whether to revoke the 
degree.
At the 1990 ceremony at which the 
honorary degree was conferred, then- 
Michigan State President John DiBiaggio 
said Mugabe was “a man who stands here 
on this stage before us, but he is also a 
man, I can tell you, who stands with us.”
Mugabe's critics say he set off a 
sharp decline in his nation’s fortunes by 
ordering the seizure — 
at times by force — of 
white-owned farms in 
2(XX), disrupting the 
economy’s agricultural 
base. Mugabe says the 
land reform program 
was meant to help poor 
blacks, but critics claim 
much of the land went to 
his cronies.
Western nations 
widely denounced 
Mugabe’s recent election 
victory over Tsvangirai as a sham.
The University of Edinburgh in 
Scotland last year withdrew a degree 
awarded to Mugabe, and the University of 
Massachusetts did so in June. Also in June, 
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II canceled the 
knighthood Mugabe received in 1994.
"With recent elections in Zimbabwe, 
it became more evident than ever that 
President Mugabe had little regard 
for human rights or human life as he 
systematically eliminated all opposition 
to his presidency,” university President 
Lou Anna Simon said in a statement.
She said revoking an honorary degree 
"is not to be taken lightly.
“This is the first time in MSU’s 153- 
year history that an honorary degree has 
been revoked," Simon 
said.
Michigan State 
trustees approved the 
step unanimously 
Friday.
“Mugabe's persistent 
acts of violence, 
aggression and
intimidation ... even in 
the face of substantive 
and regular international 
rebuke leave Michigan 
State University no 
choice but to act,” the board’s resolution 
said.
Gwashavanhu said his nation's 
president was “a darling of the west” 
until he took on land redistribution. The 
embassy official criticized what he termed 
"foreign interference” in his nation's
affairs.
South Africa’s President Thabo Mbeki, 
with backing from other African leaders, 
sought to mediate the dispute between 
Mugabe and opponents, leading up to 
Thursday’s announced agreement.
“This is an African solution. Why 
would it concern anyone outside of 
Africa?” Gwashavanhu asked.
AP Photo
Mugabe: President of Zimbabwe becomes a first for MSU
“(It) is not to be taken 
lightly. This is the first 
time in MSU's 153-year 
history that an honorary 
degree has been 
revoked.”
LOU ANNA SIMON
MSU PRESIDENT
Venezuela's Chavez: U.S. ambassador must leave
By Christopher Toothaker
Associated Press Writer
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) 
— President Hugo Chavez 
ordered the U.S. ambassador 
to leave Venezuela within 72 
hours on Thursday, accusing the 
diplomat of conspiring against 
his government and saying 
he would also withdraw his 
own envoy from Washington 
immediately.
Chavez made the move in 
solidarity with Bolivia after his 
Andean ally expelled the U.S. 
diplomat there, accusing him of 
aiding violent protests.
He said a new American 
ambassador will not be welcome 
in Caracas “until there’s a 
U.S. government that respects 
the people of Latin America,” 
suggesting that diplomatic 
relations will be scaled back 
until President Bush leaves the 
White House.
“They’re trying to do 
here what they were doing in 
Bolivia." Chavez said, accusing 
Washington of trying to oust
}
him.
"That’s enough ... from you, 
Yankees,” Chavez said, using an 
expletive.
Waving his fists in the air, he 
added: "I hold the government of 
the United States responsible for 
being behind all the conspiracies 
against our nations!"
Holding up a watch to check 
the time, Chavez declared:
“From this moment, the Yankee 
ambassador in Caracas has 72 
hours to leave Venezuela!”
He told his foreign minister to 
recall Venezuela's ambassador to 
Washington, Bernardo Alvarez, 
“before they kick him out of 
there.”
The U.S. Embassy said it was 
aware of Chavez’s speech but had 
not received official notification.
Embassy spokeswoman Robin 
Holzhauer said Ambassador 
Patrick Duddy is traveling in the 
United States this week.
The diplomatic spat brings 
relations between the two 
countries to a new low and 
raises questions about whether 
it could hurt trade. Venezuela is 
the fourth-largest oil supplier to 
the United States, and Chavez 
also threatened to cut off crude 
shipments “if there's any 
aggression against Venezuela.”
Chavez has threatened to stop 
selling oil to the United States 
on a number of occasions. But 
the U.S. is Venezuela’s No. I oil 
client, and taking such an action 
would debilitate his government 
financially.
Duddy, who was posted 
in Venezuela just last year, 
irritated Chavez last month 
when he lamented that U.S. and 
Venezuelan officials have not 
been cooperating in fighting 
drug trafficking.
Deteriorating relations were 
giving cocaine smugglers the 
upper hand, he said.
f
The socialist president 
responded by warning that 
Duddy could soon be "packing 
his bags."
Simmering tensions between 
Venezuela and the U.S. began 
heating up even more this week 
after two Russian strategic 
bombers were deployed to the 
country at Chavez's invitation.
“The presence of those 
Russian planes in Venezuela is a 
warning "Chavez said Thursday. 
“There's nothing better to keep 
yourself from being attacked 
than to dissuade.”
Hours before announcing the 
ambassador's expulsion. Chavez 
said his government had detained 
a group of alleged conspirators 
in a plot to overthrow him.
He accused the group of active 
and former military officers of 
trying to assassinate him with 
backing from the United States.
Chavez has repeatedly 
accused Washington of backing 
plots to have him killed or 
ousted — and U.S. officials 
have repeatedly denied the 
allegations.
\
AP Photo / MiraflofM Press Offke
Ousted: Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez (left) and U S ambassador Patrick Duddy
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Announcements
Need to make an important an­
nouncement? The Lanthorn can 
neip you spread the word! 
331-2460.
Need to make an important an­
nouncement? The Lanthorn can 
help you spread the word! 
331-2460.
Opportunities
WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP 
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student 
Checking Account and you’ll be 
automatically entered in our 
Scholarship Sweepstakes. One 
student will win $10,000 toward 
college tuition costs and 10 stu­
dents will $1,000, It’s just one 
way Fifth Third can help, so you 
can lighten the stress-or simply 
shift it toward a midterm. Call 
1-800-579-5353 or visit 53.com 
to see how we can support your 
education.
Want people to take advantage 
of the opportunities you have to 
offer? Place an ad and reach 
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at 
331-2460 for more information.
Housing
The Village at 48 West. The 
doors are open! Start leasing 
now for the ‘09 school year! Call 
616-895-2400 or visit 
www.48west.com for more de­
tails.
Meadows Crossing...the new 
student townhome community 
located at 48th Ave. Entrance to 
GVSU. A few bedrooms left for 
2008! Call 616-892-2700 for 
more details!
Copper Beech Townhomes. 
The most space for the best 
price! 1,2,3, or 4 bedroom 
townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 
or visit copperbeechtown- 
homes.com
House for rent. 4 bedroom, 
$990/month plus utilities. 10 
miles north of Grand Valley on 
48th St. Call Ted, 616-485-3460 
for more info.
Roommates
3rd roommate wanted for 3 
bedroom. 4 bathroom Copper 
Beech townhome. Winter se­
mester Rent $420/montn. Ca­
ble. internet, activity fees in­
cluded Contact Came at tevar- 
etti 34fiOyanoo com
Residents of 3-BD apartment 
looking for third female room­
mate. Beautiful Heritage Hill 
house, rent $360/month. Con­
tact Catherine, 517-230-4632.
Looking for a new roommate? 
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is 
a great way to reach students 
who need a place to live. Call 
331 -2460 to set up your ad!
Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
Hiring? Get in touch with thou­
sands of people who may be 
looking for work! Contact the 
Lanthorn at 331-2460.
Entertainment
Montes. Never Cover for Ladies 
or With College I.D.! Look on 
our website for upcoming 
events and specials. 438 Bridge 
St. 21+Permitted 616-774-5969 
myspace. com/monteslounge
Peppino’s Ristorante now offer­
ing great new nightly specials! 
Monday night: 10" one topping 
pizza $1.99. New drink and shot 
menu! Happy hour menu 3-6 
p.m. and 10 p.m.- 1 a.m. Mon- 
day-Saturday. Full menu avail­
able until 1 a m. Monday-Satur- 
day.
Lost & Found
Missing car keys? Found class 
notes or a student ID? Advertise 
with us at 331-2460 and let the 
Lanthorn help you find what 
you’re missing.
Services For Sale
America’s #1 sandwich delivery. 
America’s sandwich delivery ex­
perts! Over 20 locations in the 
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area. 
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo­
cations nearest you!
Mr. Gyros Best Cuisine. Now 
open in your neighborhood! 
Free wi-fi! American, Mediterra­
nean, and Indian Cuisine. 15% 
off with valid GVSU ID for stu­
dents and staff. 616-791-6660.
Cunningham Dalman PC Attor­
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horjus. 
Help for those charged with fel­
ony or misdemeanor crimes. 
Call 616-392-1821, visit 
www.holland-law.com, or 
e-mail kenh@holland-law.com 
for more details.
Trying to serve Grand Valley 
and the neighboring commu­
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you 
by placing your ad! 331-2460.
Diamonds: selection, certifica­
tion. Good price. Jim, 
616-538-9682.
Whether you’re selling, leasing 
or sub-letting your home, let the 
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at 
331-2460 and let people know 
what deals you have to offer!
Visit Motman’s Farm Market for 
fresh produce at a great price! 
Just 1 mile East of GVSU cam­
pus!
Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news 
and events? Look no further! 
Come check us out on the web 
at www.lanthorn.com. If your 
student organization has some­
thing to say, post it with us! We 
keep you informed. For contact 
information feel free to e-mail 
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call 
616-331-2460.
Birthdays
What better way to show your 
friends that you care about 
them on their birthday than 
wishing them a happy birthday 
through us? Let the Lanthorn 
know about your friends’ birth­
days and we will advertise a 
message to make this birthday 
one they won’t forget. 
331-2460.
Wanted
GVSU Student work. Customer 
sales/service. Base pay 
per/appt. $14.25.
616-241-6303.
$$Campus Marketing Rep. 
needed for Fall semester, 
$10.00/hr. Call 1-888-839-3385 
$$
Need help? Find it by running 
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call 
331-2460 to get started today.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Kenneth M. Horjus
Help for those charged with felony or 
misdemeanor crimes, including drunk driving, 
drug possession and suspended license 
violations.
321 Settlers Road 
Holland, Ml 49423
616.392.1821
www.holland-law.com
kenh@holland-law.com
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Lunch Buffet $4.99 with free drink
Sushi Appetizers Fned Rice Lo Mem Special Oshes
Mon-Fri, 11 -2pm
! Student Special 
10% off 
Mon.-Fri.
Try our
ISHI
12 Pcs $3.99
LUNCH SPECIALS $4 25 
DINNER SPECIALS 55 95*
________ V
Also try
Fried Dumplings > 
Sesame Chicken 1 • 
Hunan Pork T 
Chicken w / Cashews 
Beef w/ Garlic Sauce 
Includes Fried Rice ACrab Cheese
Sat. & Sun 
FREE SODA 
with $S order
458-8383
Qfaz'
$20.00 Full Set 
$13.00 Fill Ins
$20.00 Pedicure 
$ 10.00 Manicure
With Student ID or Senior Discount
Walk-Ins & Appointments Welcome Gift Certificates Available
6370 Lake Michigan Dr. Allendale Ml 49401 
Next to Family Fare Shopping Center
616.892. 1828
Ce/fiSrate Cfour 
Special Occasion ...
- Wedding Parties
- Girl's Night Out 
- Graduation
- Bridal & Baby Showers
- Senior's 
- Gifts
- Gentlemen Welcome
We Are Mere
A IFamily Fare
Lake Michigan Dr.
Come i 
to see
awesome amenities
•wireless & hard-line Internet access in 
•large, fully equipped kitchen with breakfast bar 
•privately keyed, large bedrooms 
•full-size washer & dryer in each apartment 
or town home
•FREE expanded cable television service 
•lots of windows with blinds
• spacious (HUGE) apartments and town homes
• central air conditioning
• prices start at only $430 per bed!
• professional, trained, on-site management 
and maintenance response teams
„ o\
west
